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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the communi-
cation field, and in particular, to a registration processing
method, a handover processing method, a system, and
an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In order to enhance the competitiveness of the
future networks, the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) is researching a new evolved network. A
requirement of the evolved network is to implement
handover between a 3GPP access system (such as
GERAN, UTRAN, or E-UTRAN) and a non-3GPP access
system (such as a WLAN or WiMax). In the existing pro-
tocol, the handover procedure is implemented via Attach
or Tracking Area Update (TAU) procedure by the UE in
a new access system.
[0003] In the process of developing the present inven-
tion, the inventor finds that the processing mechanism
of an Attach or TAU process caused by handover differs
sharply from the processing mechanism of a normal At-
tach/TAU process: In a normal Attach process, the net-
work needs to delete all bearers previously created by
the user, create a default bearer between the UE and the
Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN GW), and register
the PDN GW address used by the UE into a Home Sub-
scriber Server (HSS); but in an Attach process caused
by handover, the network needs to re-create all bearers
previously created by the user. In the normal TAU proc-
ess, the network does not handle the bearers of the user,
but in the TAU process caused by handover, the network
needs to re-create all bearers previously created by the
user.
[0004] In the normal handover between a 3GPP sys-
tem and a non-3GPP system, the UE is disconnected
from the source Access Network (AN) first, and then the
UE accesses the target access network through an At-
tach process. Consequently, the interruption of the UE
service is long, which influence the service experience
of the user. Therefore, an optimized handover mecha-
nism is adopted for handover between an Evolved UMTS
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) network
and a High Rate Packet Data (HRPD) access networks
in Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network. In the
optimized handover mechanism, the user plane path
hands over to the target access network first before the
UE hands over to the target access network (namely,
while the UE is in the source access network).
[0005] In the process of developing the present inven-
tion, the inventor finds that the UE may hand over from
an HRPD network to an E-UTRAN network in either idle
state or active state. When the UE performs handover in
an active state, the access network may be notified to
create the bearer on the access network side in the

handover process in order to speed up service recovery
time after the UE hands over to the target access network.
However, in the idle state, the UE runs no service and is
not sensitive to handover delay. Creating bearers on the
access network side when the UE is idle is a waste of
the access network resources. In a pre-handover mech-
anism, once the UE handover fails, the UE needs to notify
the PDN GW to switch the downlink path back to the
source access network. Therefore, the pre-handover
mechanism makes the system more complicated.
[0006] WO 2007/011638 A2 discloses a wireless com-
munication system and method of implementing an
evolved system attachment procedure.
[0007] Infineon technologies: "GPRS attach type while
in DTM"; 3GPP, N1-050367, relates to a method of nor-
mal GPRS attach procedure.
[0008] WO 2004/100403 A1, relates to a method for
defining a network access request for handover on a
common access channel and providing a multilevel ac-
cess service.
[0009] Azaire Network "EUTRAN-Untrusted non-
3GPP access networks Handover" 3GPP draft;
S2-072192 relates to that the UE performs access au-
thentication with the MME.
[0010] Strant Network "Handover Scenarios between
3GPP(EUTRA) and non-3GPP Access system using
S2a Reference point with PMIP 6" 3GPP draft relates to
that The PDN-GW detects that the UE is moving from
non-3GPP access system to 3GPP access.

SUMMARY

[0011] A registration processing method and an appa-
ratus are disclosed in an embodiment of the present in-
vention to enable the network to distinguish between dif-
ferent access processing types.
[0012] A registration processing method is disclosed
in an embodiment of the present invention. The method
includes:

accessing, by a user equipment, UE, a non-3GPP
network;
discovering, by the UE, an evolved network;
deciding, by the UE, to initiate handover;
identifying, by the UE, a registration type before in-
itiating registration into the evolved network;
sending, by the UE, a registration request message
to a Mobility Management Entity, MME, to report a
registration processing type information correspond-
ing to the identified registration type, wherein report-
ing a registration processing type information corre-
sponding to the identified registration type compris-
es: an indication bit is added in an Attach Request
message to indicates that the Attach Request mes-
sage is caused by handover.

[0013] A UE is disclosed in an embodiment of the
present invention. The UE includes:
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a unit for accessing a non-3GPP network,
a unit for discovering an evolved network;
a unit for deciding to initiate handover;
a unit for identifying a registration type before initiat-
ing registration into the evolved network;
a unit for sending a registration request message to
a Mobility Management Entity, MME, to report a reg-
istration processing type information corresponding
to the identified registration type, wherein reporting
a registration processing type information compris-
es: an indication bit is added in an Attach Request
message to indicates that the Attach Request mes-
sage is caused by handover.

A registration processing system is disclosed in an em-
bodiment of the present invention. The system includes:

a Mobility Management Entity, MME, adapted to re-
ceive a registration request message sent by a User
Equipment, UE during a handover form a non-3GPP
network to a 3GPP network, wherein the registration
request message is an attach request message com-
prising an indication bit indicating that the Attach Re-
quest message is caused by handover, identify
processing type of the registration is caused by
handover according to the indication bit reported by
the UE, and request a Packet Data Network Gate-
way, PDN GW, to initiate a bearer creation procedure
to create resources in the 3GPP network used by
the UE in the non-3GPP network;
the PDN GW, adapted to initiate the bearer creation
procedure to create the bearer of the UE.

A registration processing method is disclosed in an em-
bodiment of the present invention. The method includes:

receiving, by a Mobility Management Entity, MME,
an a registration request message sent by a User
Equipment, UE during a handover form a non-3GPP
network to a 3GPP network, wherein the registration
request message is an attach request message com-
prises an indication bit indicating that the Attach Re-
quest message is caused by handover;
identify processing type of the registration is caused
by handover according to the indication bit reported
by the UE,
requesting, by MME, a Packet Data Network Gate-
way, PDN GW, to initiate a bearer creation procedure
to create resources in the 3GPP network used by
the UE in the non-3GPP network.

[0014] In the embodiments of the present invention,
the UE reports the registration processing type informa-
tion to the network in the process of registering into the
network, and therefore, the network distinguishes be-
tween different registration processing types according-
ly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 shows system architecture of an evolved net-
work in an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 shows system architecture of optimized
handover between an HRPD access system and an
E-UTRAN access system in an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method in an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 4 shows a structure of a system in an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 shows a structure of a UE in an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 6 shows a structure of a network-side network
element in an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart of the first embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart of the second embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a flowchart of the third embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 10 is a flowchart of the fourth embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart of the fifth embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 12 is a flowchart of the sixth embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart of the seventh embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart of the eighth embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart of the ninth embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 16 is a flowchart of the 10th embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 17 is a flowchart of the 11th embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 18 is a flowchart of the 12th embodiment of the
present invention; and
FIG. 19 is a flowchart of the 13th embodiment of the
present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] FIG. 1 shows system architecture of an evolved
network in an embodiment of the present invention. The
architecture includes:

an E-UTRAN, adapted to implement all radio-related
functions in the evolved network;
a Mobility Management Entity (MME), responsible
for control plane mobility management, including us-
er context and Mobility state management, and al-
location of temporary mobile subscriber identifiers;
a serving gateway (GW), which is a user plane an-
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chor between 3GPP access systems and is adapted
to terminate the interface to the E-UTRAN;
a PDN GW, which is a user plane anchor between
a 3GPP access system and a non-3GPP access sys-
tem, and is adapted to terminate the interface to the
external Packet Data Network (PDN);
a Policy and Charging Rule Function (PCRF), re-
sponsible for policy control decision and flow based
charging control;
an HSS, adapted to store subscriber data;
a UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN)
and a GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN),
adapted to implement all radio-related functions in
the existing GPRS/UMTS network;
a Serving GPRS Supporting Node (SGSN), adapted
to implement route forwarding, mobility manage-
ment, session management, and subscriber data
storage in a GPRS/UMTS network;
a non-3GPP IP access system, an access network
defined by a non-3GPP organization, for example,
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), and World-
wide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX); and
an AAA server, adapted to perform access authen-
tication, authorization and accounting for the UE.

[0017] The foregoing architecture does not mean the
ultimate System Architecture Evolution (SAE), and the
ultimate architecture may differ from the foregoing archi-
tecture, as is not limited by the present invention.
[0018] FIG. 2 shows system architecture of optimized
handover between an HRPD access system and an E-
UTRAN access system in an embodiment of the present
invention. An S101 interface is added between the MME
and the HRPD Access Network (HRPD AN) which is re-
sponsible for mobility management and radio resource
management in the HRPD network. This interface trans-
mits the signaling between the MME and the HRPD AN.
A Packet Data Serving Node (PDSN) is a user plane
processing network element in an HRPD network, and
performs user plane processing in the HRPD network.
[0019] The registration processing method, the hando-
ver processing method, the system, and the apparatus
disclosed herein are based on the foregoing two types
of system architecture, and are elaborated below:
[0020] In order to enable the network to distinguish be-
tween different registration processing types, a registra-
tion processing method is disclosed in an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the method
includes the following steps:

S1. The network receives information about the
processing type of registering the UE into the net-
work, where the information is reported by the UE in
the process of the registration.

[0021] Before this step, the UE may identify the type
of the registration when registering into the network. The

UE reports the information about the processing type cor-
responding to the identified registration type to the net-
work in the process of registering into the network.
[0022] S2. The network identifies the processing type
of the registration according to the information about the
processing type.
[0023] Another registration processing method is dis-
closed in an embodiment of the present invention. The
method includes: The network receives information
about a processing type of registering a UE, where the
information is reported by an HSS or an AAA server; and
the network identifies the processing type of the regis-
tration according to the information about the processing
type.
[0024] A registration processing system is disclosed in
an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in
FIG. 4, the system includes a UE and a network.
[0025] The UE is adapted to report information about
the processing type of registering the UE into a network
in the process of the registration. The UE identifies the
processing type of the registration in the process of reg-
istering into the network and then reports the registration
processing type information.
[0026] The network is adapted to identify the process-
ing type of the registration according to the received reg-
istration processing type information reported by the UE.
Specifically, the network-side MME (in an evolved net-
work), SGSN (in a 2G/3G network), or non-3GPP GW
(in a non-3GPP network) identifies the processing type
information reported by the UE.
[0027] A UE is disclosed in an embodiment of the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, the UE includes:

an identifying unit, adapted to identify the type of
registration when the UE initiates the registration;
a registration initiating unit, adapted to initiate regis-
tration, and send a registration triggering signal; and
a reporting unit, adapted to receive the registration
triggering signal from the registration initiating unit,
and report the processing type information in the
process of registering the UE into the network, where
the processing type information corresponds to the
registration type identified by the identifying unit. The
reporting modes include but are not limited to: The
reporting unit includes the processing type informa-
tion in an information element (IE) of an Attach Re-
quest message; or the reporting unit includes the
processing type information in an IE of a TAU request
message; or the reporting unit includes the process-
ing type information in an IE of a Routing Area Up-
date (RAU) request message; or the reporting unit
includes the processing type information in an IE of
an Access Request message; or the reporting unit
includes the processing type information in an IE of
an Access Authentication message or an Authenti-
cation message; or the reporting unit includes the
processing type information in an IE of an Internet
Key Exchange Protocol Version 2 (IKEv2) or IP Se-
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curity Protocol Security Association (IPsec SA) Set-
up request message.

[0028] The detailed reporting process of the reporting
unit is: The reporting unit sends different Attach Request
messages to the network based on different registration
types; or the reporting unit sends different TAU request
messages to the network based on different registration
types; or the reporting unit sends different RAU request
messages to the network based on different registration
types; or the reporting unit sends different Access Re-
quest messages to the network based on different reg-
istration types.
[0029] A network-side network element is disclosed in
an embodiment of the present invention. The network
element is an MME (evolved network), SGSN (2G/3G
network), or non-3GPP gateway (non-3GPP network).
As shown in FIG. 6, the network element includes an
obtaining unit and an identifying unit.
[0030] The obtaining unit is adapted to obtain the reg-
istration processing type information reported by the UE
in the process of registering the UE into the network.
Specifically, the obtained processing type information is
reported by the UE, the HSS or the AAA server.
[0031] The identifying unit is adapted to identify the
processing type of the registration according to the
processing type information obtained by the obtaining
unit.
[0032] The network element further includes a first
processing unit, which is adapted to initiate a network-
initiate bearer create procedure to create the bearer re-
sources for the UE after the identifying unit identifies that
the registration processing type is a handover registration
processing type.
[0033] The network element further includes a second
processing unit, which is adapted to not initiate resource
release procedure to release the source access network
resources after the identifying unit identifies that the reg-
istration processing type is an active-mode handover reg-
istration processing type.
[0034] The network element further includes a third
processing unit, which is adapted to initiate a procedure
of creating a data forwarding tunnel between a network
element of the target network and a network element of
the source network after the identifying unit identifies that
the registration processing type is an active-mode hando-
ver registration processing type.
[0035] The present invention is elaborated through
several embodiments below:

Embodiment 1

[0036] When the UE sends a registration request mes-
sage to the MME, the UE reports the registration process-
ing type information to the MME. The MME identifies the
processing type of the registration according to the infor-
mation, and performs the corresponding procedure ac-
cording to registration processing type to complete the

registration. The MME reports the registration processing
type to the HSS. For the registration caused by handover,
the network initiates a bearer creation procedure to cre-
ate resources in the 3GPP network used by the UE in
the source non-3GPP network. For initialization registra-
tion, if the HSS stores the PDN GW address used by the
UE in the non-3GPP network, the HSS notifies the AAA
server to cancel the UE registration in the non-3GPP net-
work. The AAA server notifies the non-3GPP network to
release the resource used by the UE. As shown in FIG.
7, the process includes the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the non-3GPP AN through the
non-3GPP GW and the PDN GW.
2. The non-3GPP network element sends a Hando-
ver Command (HO Command) to the UE, notifying
the UE to hand over to the evolved network; or the
UE discovers the evolved network and decides to
initiate handover.
3. Before initiating registration into the evolved net-
work, the UE identifies the type of the registration.
Afterward, the UE sends a registration request mes-
sage to the MME, and reports the registration
processing type to the MME.
The registration processing type may be reported in
one of the following ways:

(1) An Attach Type IE is added in the Attach
Request message. For example, the values of
the Attach Type IE are 0 and 1. The value "0"
corresponds to Normal Attach (also known as
Initial Attach), and indicates that the Attach Re-
quest message is a normal Attach Request mes-
sage (also known as initial Attach Request mes-
sage); and the value "1" corresponds to Hando-
ver Attach, and indicates that the Attach Re-
quest message is caused by handover. Alterna-
tively, the UE adds an indication bit in the Attach
Request message to indicate that the Attach Re-
quest message is caused by handover. The orig-
inal Attach Request message indicates a normal
Attach Request message (also known as initial
Attach Request message). The indication bit
may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to
"Attach due to Handover"; or
an Attach Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover Attach".

(2) A new message is defined. For example, a
new Handover Attach Request message is de-
fined. This message indicates an Attach Re-
quest message caused by handover. The old
Attach Request message indicates a normal At-
tach Request message (also known as an initial
Attach Request message). In this way, the UE
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can send different Attach Request messages to
the network to indicate the corresponding reg-
istration processing type information. Alterna-
tively, a new message corresponding to the nor-
mal Attach Request message (also known as
initial Attach Request message) is defined, and
the original Attach Request message corre-
sponds to the Attach Request message caused
by handover. Alternatively, both the Attach Re-
quest message caused by handover and the
normal Attach Request message (also known
as initial Attach Request message) are rede-
fined.

(3) An Update Type IE is added in the TAU re-
quest message. For example, the values of the
Update Type IE are 0 and 1. The value "0" cor-
responds to Normal TAU (also known as Initial
TAU), and indicates that the TAU request mes-
sage is a normal TAU request message (also
known as initial TAU request message); and the
value "1" corresponds to Handover TAU, and
indicates that the TAU request message is
caused by handover. Alternatively, the UE adds
an indication bit in the TAU request message to
indicate that the TAU request message is
caused by handover. The original TAU request
message indicates a normal TAU request mes-
sage (also known as initial TAU request mes-
sage). The indication bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to
"TAU due to Handover"; or
an Update Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover TAU".

(4) A new message is defined. For example, a
new Handover TAU Request message is de-
fined. This message indicates a TAU request
message caused by handover. The old TAU re-
quest message indicates a normal TAU request
message (also known as an initial TAU request
message). In this way, the UE can send different
TAU request messages to the network to indi-
cate the corresponding registration processing
type information. Alternatively, a new message
corresponding to the normal TAU request mes-
sage (also known as initial TAU request mes-
sage) is defined, and the original TAU request
message corresponds to the TAU request mes-
sage caused by handover. Alternatively, both
the TAU request message caused by handover
and the normal TAU request message (also
known as initial TAU request message) are re-
defined.

4. An authentication procedure is performed be-

tween the UE, the MME, and the HSS to obtain the
PDN GW address used by the UE. In this step, the
MME may report the registration processing type of
the UE to the HSS. If the registration processing type
is a handover processing type, the HSS may provide
the MME with the PDN GW address used by the UE
in the non-3GPP AN.
5. The MME sends an Update Location message to
the HSS, and registers the address of the MME into
the HSS. In this step, the MME may report the reg-
istration processing type of the UE to the HSS.
6. The HSS inserts the subscriber data into the MME.
7. The HSS returns an Update Location Ack mes-
sage to the MME. In this step, the HSS may provide
the MME with the PDN GW address used by the UE
in the non-3GPP AN.

[0037] In the UE registration process, if the HSS iden-
tifies the UE registration processing type (for example,
the HSS finds that it stores the PDN GW address used
by the UE in the non-3GPP AN, the HSS determines that
the UE registration processing type is registration caused
by handover. Otherwise, the HSS determines that the
UE registration processing type is a normal registration
processing type), the HSS adds an indication bit into the
message to notify MME of the UE registration processing
type information. The indication bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE. If the UE registration
processing type is registration caused by handover,
the HSS adds a Handover Indication IE. For a normal
registration processing type, the HSS does not add
this IE;
a Cause IE. For the registration caused by handover,
the HSS sets the Cause IE to "Update due to Hando-
ver Attach". For normal registration, the HSS sets
the Cause IE to "Update due to Initial Attach", or
does not add the Cause IE; or
an Update Type IE. For the registration caused by
handover, the HSS sets this IE to "Handover Attach".
For normal registration, the HSS sets this IE to "Initial
Attach", or does not add this IE.
8. The MME identifies the processing type of the reg-
istration according to the registration processing
type information reported by the UE or the HSS.
Now the MME succeeds in distinguishing between
different registration processing types.
Further, if the processing type is normal registration,
the MME performs the normal registration proce-
dure, and steps 11-18 are performed.
If the processing type is registration caused by
handover, the MME sends a Create Bearer Request
message to the obtained PDN GW address, request-
ing the network to initiate bearer creation procedure.
In this way, the service used by the UE in the non-
3GPP AN is re-created in the new access system.
The process proceeds to step 9.
9. If it is necessary to obtain the Policy and Charging
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Control (PCC) rules applied by the user from the
PCRF, the PDN GW sends a Request PCC Rules
message to the PCRF to obtain the PCC rules ap-
plied by the user. The PCRF provides the PDN GW
with the PCC rules applied by the user.
10. The PDN GW initiates a network-initiate bearer
creation procedure to create the bearer of the user,
and then the process proceeds to step 18.
11. If the UE registration processing type is normal
registration and the HSS stores the registered PDN
GW addresses, and if such PDN GW addresses are
the PDN GW addresses used by the UE when the
UE accesses the non-3GPP AN and are registered
into the HSS through the AAA server, the HSS sends
a Cancel Register message to the AAA server, re-
questing to cancel the UE registration in the non-
3GPP AN. The AAA server returns a Cancel Register
Ack message to the HSS.
12. The AAA server sends a Cancel Register mes-
sage to the PDN GW, requesting to cancel the UE
registration in the non-3GPP AN. The PDN GW re-
turns a Cancel Register Ack message to the AAA
server.
13. If the interface protocol between the PDN GW
and the non-3GPP GW is a Proxy Mobile Internet
Protocol (PMIP), the PDN GW sends a Binding Rev-
ocation Indication message to the non-3GPP GW to
cancel the PMIP binding between the non-3GPP GW
and the PDN GW. The non-3GPP GW returns a Bind-
ing Revocation Acknowledge message to the PDN
GW.
14. The AAA server may also send a Session Abort
message to the non-3GPP GW. The non-3GPP GW
returns a Session Abort Ack message to the AAA
server.
15. After receiving the Binding Revocation Indication
message or the Session Abort message, the non-
3GPP GW initiates a resource release procedure to
release the resource used by the UE in the non-
3GPP AN.
16. If the registration processing type of the UE is
normal registration, the MME initiates a default bear-
er creation procedure to create a default bearer be-
tween the UE and the PDN GW.
17. The MME registers the PDN GW address used
by the UE into the HSS. This operation may also be
handled through a location update procedure. The
MME sends an Update Location message including
the PDN GW address to the HSS.
18. The MME returns an Attach Accept message or
a TAU Accept message to the UE.

Embodiment 2

[0038] The foregoing mechanism is also applicable to
a 2G system and a 3G system. When the UE sends a
registration request message to the SGSN, the UE re-
ports the registration processing type information to the

SGSN. The SGSN identifies the registration processing
type according to the information. Further, the SGSN per-
forms the corresponding operations according to the reg-
istration processing type to complete the registration. The
SGSN reports the registration processing type to the
HSS. For the registration caused by handover, the net-
work initiates a bearer creation procedure to create re-
sources in the 3GPP network used by the UE in the
source non-3GPP network. For initialization registration,
if the HSS stores the PDN GW address used by the UE
in the non-3GPP network, the HSS notifies the AAA serv-
er to cancel the UE registration in the non-3GPP network.
The AAA server notifies the non-3GPP network to re-
lease the resource used by the UE. As shown in FIG. 8,
the process includes the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the non-3GPP AN through the
non-3GPP GW and the PDN GW.
2. The non-3GPP network element sends an HO
Command to the UE, notifying the UE to hand over
to the 2G or 3G network; or the UE discovers the 2G
or 3G network and decides to initiate handover.
3. Before initiating registration into the 2G or 3G net-
work, the UE identifies the type of the registration.
Afterward, the UE sends a registration request mes-
sage to the SGSN, and reports the registration
processing type to the SGSN.
The registration processing type may be reported in
one of the following ways:

(1) An Attach Type IE is added in the Attach
Request message. For example, the values of
the Attach Type IE are 0 and 1. The value "0"
corresponds to Normal Attach (also known as
Initial Attach), and indicates that the Attach Re-
quest message is a normal Attach Request mes-
sage (also known as initial Attach Request mes-
sage); and the value "1" corresponds to Hando-
ver Attach, and indicates that the Attach Re-
quest message is caused by handover. Alterna-
tively, the UE adds an indication bit in the Attach
Request message to indicate that the Attach Re-
quest message is caused by handover. The orig-
inal Attach Request message indicates a normal
Attach Request message (also known as initial
Attach Request message). The indication bit
may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to
"Attach due to Handover"; or
an Attach Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover Attach".

(2) A new message is defined. For example, a
new Handover Attach Request message is de-
fined. This message indicates an Attach Re-
quest message caused by handover. The old
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Attach Request message indicates a normal At-
tach Request message (also known as an initial
Attach Request message). In this way, the UE
can send different Attach Request messages to
the network to indicate the corresponding reg-
istration processing type information. Alterna-
tively, a new message corresponding to the nor-
mal Attach Request message (also known as
initial Attach Request message) is defined, and
the original Attach Request message corre-
sponds to the Attach Request message caused
by handover. Alternatively, both the Attach Re-
quest message caused by handover and the
normal Attach Request message (also known
as initial Attach Request message) are rede-
fined.

(3) An Update Type IE is added in the RAU re-
quest message. For example, the values of the
Update Type IE are 0 and 1. The value "0" cor-
responds to Normal RAU (also known as Initial
RAU), and indicates that the RAU request mes-
sage is a normal RAU request message (also
known as initial RAU request message); and the
value "1" corresponds to Handover RAU, and
indicates that the RAU request message is
caused by handover. Alternatively, the UE adds
an indication bit in the RAU request message to
indicate that the RAU request message is
caused by handover. The original RAU request
message indicates a normal RAU request mes-
sage (also known as initial RAU request mes-
sage). The indication bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to
"RAU due to Handover"; or
an Update Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover RAU".

(4) A new message is defined. For example, a
new Handover RAU Request message is de-
fined. This message indicates an RAU request
message caused by handover. The old RAU re-
quest message indicates a normal RAU request
message (also known as an initial RAU request
message). In this way, the UE can send different
RAU request messages to the network to indi-
cate the corresponding registration processing
type information. Alternatively, a new message
corresponding to the normal RAU request mes-
sage (also known as initial RAU request mes-
sage) is defined, and the original RAU request
message corresponds to the RAU request mes-
sage caused by handover. Alternatively, both
the RAU request message caused by handover
and the normal RAU request message (also
known as initial RAU request message) are re-

defined.

4. An authentication procedure is performed be-
tween the UE, the SGSN, and the HSS. In this step,
the SGSN may report the registration processing
type of the UE to the HSS. If the registration process-
ing type is a handover processing type, the HSS may
provide the SGSN with the PDN GW address used
by the UE in the non-3GPP AN.
5. The SGSN sends an Update Location message
to the HSS, and registers the address of the SGSN
into the HSS. In this step, the SGSN may report the
registration processing type of the UE to the HSS.
6. The HSS inserts the subscriber data into the SG-
SN.
7. The HSS returns an Update Location Ack mes-
sage to the SGSN. In this step, the HSS may provide
the SGSN with the PDN GW address used by the
UE in the non-3GPP AN. In the UE registration proc-
ess, if the HSS identifies the UE registration process-
ing type (for example, the HSS finds that it stores
the PDN GW address used by the UE in the non-
3GPP AN, the HSS determines that the UE registra-
tion processing type is registration caused by hando-
ver. Otherwise, the HSS determines that the UE reg-
istration processing type is a normal registration
processing type), the HSS adds an indication bit into
the message to notify SGSN of the UE registration
processing type information. The indication bit may
be:

a Handover Indication IE. If the UE registration
processing type is registration caused by hando-
ver, the HSS adds a Handover Indication IE. For
a normal registration processing type, the HSS
does not add this IE;
a Cause IE. For the registration caused by
handover, the HSS sets the Cause IE to "Update
due to Handover Attach". For normal registra-
tion, the HSS sets the Cause IE to "Update due
to Initial Attach", or does not add the Cause IE; or
an Update Type IE. For the registration caused
by handover, the HSS sets this IE to "Handover
Attach". For normal registration, the HSS sets
this IE to "Initial Attach", or does not add this IE.

8. The SGSN identifies the processing type of the
registration according to the registration processing
type information reported by the UE or the HSS.
Now the SGSN succeeds in distinguishing between
different registration processing types.
Further, if the processing type is normal registration,
the SGSN performs the normal registration proce-
dure, and steps 11-16 are performed.
If the processing type is registration caused by
handover, the SGSN sends a Create Bearer Re-
quest message to the obtained PDN GW (namely,
the current Gateway GPRS Supporting Node
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(GGSN)) address, requesting the network to initiate
bearer creation procedure. In this way, the service
used by the UE in the non-3GPP network is re-cre-
ated in the new access system. The process pro-
ceeds to step 9.
9. If it is necessary to obtain the PCC rules applied
by the user from the PCRF, the PDN GW sends a
Request PCC Rules message to the PCRF to obtain
the PCC rules applied by the user. The PCRF pro-
vides the PDN GW with the PCC rules applied by
the user.
10. The PDN GW initiates a network-initiate bearer
creation procedure to create the bearer of the user,
and then the process proceeds to step 16.

[0039] Steps 11-15 are the same as the counterpart in
the first embodiment, and are not repeated here any fur-
ther.

16. The SGSN returns an Attach Accept message
or an RAU Accept message to the UE.

Embodiment 3

[0040] The foregoing mechanism is also applicable to
a trusted non-3GPP system. When the UE sends a reg-
istration request message to the non-3GPP GW, the UE
reports the registration processing type information to
the non-3GPP GW. The non-3GPP GW identifies the
processing type of the registration according to the infor-
mation, and creates a bearer for the UE according to
registration processing type to complete the registration.
The non-3GPP GW reports the registration processing
type to the AAA server, and the AAA server reports the
registration processing type to the HSS. For the registra-
tion caused by handover, the network initiates a bearer
creation procedure to create resources in the non-3GPP
network used by the UE in the source 3GPP network.
For initialization registration, if the AAA server stores the
PDN GW address used by the UE in the 3GPP network,
the AAA server notifies the HSS to cancel the UE regis-
tration in the 3GPP network, and the AAA server notifies
the PDN GW to release the resource used by the UE in
the 3GPP network. As shown in FIG. 9, the process in-
cludes the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the 3GPP network through the
serving GW and the PDN GW.
2. The MME or the SGSN sends an HO Command
to the UE, notifying the UE to hand over to the non-
3GPP network; or the UE discovers the non-3GPP
network and decides to initiate handover.
3. Before initiating registration into the non-3GPP
network, the UE identifies the type of the registration.
Afterward, the UE sends an Access Request mes-
sage to the non-3GPP GW, and reports the registra-
tion processing type to the non-3GPP GW.
The registration processing type may be reported in

one of the following ways:

(1) An Access Type IE is added in the Access
Request message. For example, the values of
the Access Type IE are 0 and 1. The value "0"
corresponds to Normal Access (also known as
Initial Access), and indicates that the Access Re-
quest message is a normal Access Request
message (also known as initial Access Request
message); and the value "1" corresponds to
Handover Access, and indicates that the Access
Request message is caused by handover. Al-
ternatively, the UE adds an indication bit in the
Access Request message to indicate that the
Access Request message is caused by hando-
ver. The original Access Request message in-
dicates a normal Access Request message (al-
so known as initial Access Request message).
The indication bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to
"Access due to Handover"; or
an Access Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover Access".

(2) A new message is defined. For example, a
new Handover Access Request message is de-
fined. This message indicates an Access Re-
quest message caused by handover. The old
Access Request message indicates a normal
Access Request message (also known as an
initial Access Request message). In this way,
the UE can send different Access Request mes-
sages to the network to indicate the correspond-
ing registration processing type information. Al-
ternatively, a new message corresponding to
the normal Access Request message (also
known as initial Access Request message) is
defined, and the original Access Request mes-
sage corresponds to the Access Request mes-
sage caused by handover. Alternatively, both
the Access Request message caused by hando-
ver and the normal Access Request message
(also known as initial Access Request message)
are redefined.

4. An authentication procedure is performed be-
tween the UE, the non-3GPP GW, the AAA server,
and the HSS. In this step, the UE may report the
registration processing type to the non-3GPP GW.
The UE puts an Access Type cell in the message of
the authentication procedure. For example, the val-
ues of the Access Type IE are 0 and 1. The value
"0" corresponds to Normal Access (also known as
Initial Access), and indicates that the Access Re-
quest message is a normal Access Request mes-
sage (also known as initial Access Request mes-
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sage); and the value "1" corresponds to Handover
Access, and indicates that the Access Request mes-
sage is caused by handover.
Alternatively, the UE puts an Attach Type cell in the
message of the authentication procedure. For exam-
ple, the values of the Attach Type IE are 0 and 1.
The value "0" corresponds to Normal Attach (also
known as Initial Attach), and indicates that the reg-
istration processing type of the UE is normal regis-
tration (also known as initial registration); and the
value "1" corresponds to Handover Attach, and in-
dicates that the registration processing type of the
UE is registration caused by handover.
Alternatively, the UE adds an indication bit in the
message of the authentication procedure to indicate
that the registration processing type of the UE is reg-
istration caused by handover. The original message
of the authentication procedure indicates normal
registration (also known as initial registration). The
indication bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to "Attach
due to Handover"; or
an Attach Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover Attach".

In this step, the non-3GPP GW reports the registra-
tion processing type of the UE to the AAA server.
In the UE registration process, if the AAA server iden-
tifies the UE registration processing type (for exam-
ple, the AAA server finds that it stores the PDN GW
address used by the UE in the 3GPP AN, the AAA
server determines that the UE registration process-
ing type is registration caused by handover. Other-
wise, the AAA server determines that the UE regis-
tration processing type is a normal registration
processing type), the AAA server adds an indication
bit in the message to notify the registration process-
ing type information to non-3GPP GW. The indica-
tion bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE. If the UE registration
processing type is registration caused by hando-
ver, the AAA server adds a Handover Indication
IE. For a normal registration processing type,
the AAA server does not add this IE;
a Cause IE. For the registration caused by
handover, the AAA server sets the Cause IE to
"Update due to Handover Attach". For normal
registration, the AAA server sets the Cause IE
to "Update due to Initial Attach", or does not add
the Cause IE; or
an Update Type IE. For the registration caused
by handover, the AAA server sets this IE to
"Handover Attach". For normal registration, the
AAA server sets this IE to "Initial Attach", or does

not add this IE.

5. The non-3GPP GW identifies the processing type
of the registration according to the registration
processing type information reported by the UE.
Now the non-3GPP GW succeeds in distinguishing
between different registration processing types.
Further, if the processing type is normal access, the
non-3GPP GW performs the normal access proce-
dure, and steps 7-13 are performed.
If the processing type is access caused by handover,
the non-3GPP GW sends a Request PCC Rules
message to the PCRF to obtain the PCC rules ap-
plied by the user. The PCRF provides the non-3GPP
GW with the PCC rules applied by the user, and then
the process proceeds to step 6.
6. The non-3GPP GW initiates a network-initiate
bearer creation procedure to create the bearer of the
user, and then the process proceeds to step 13.
7. If the UE registration processing type is normal
registration and the AAA server stores the registered
PDN GW addresses, and if such PDN GW address-
es are the PDN GW addresses used by the UE when
the UE accesses the 3GPP AN and are registered
into the AAA server through the HSS, the AAA server
sends a Cancel Register message to the PDN GW,
requesting to cancel the UE registration in the 3GPP
AN. The PDN GW returns a Cancel Register Ack
message to the AAA server.
8. If the interface protocol between the PDN GW and
the serving GW is a PMIP, the PDN GW sends a
Binding Revocation Indication message to the serv-
ing GW to cancel the PMIP binding between the serv-
ing GW and the PDN GW. The serving GW returns
a Binding Revocation Acknowledge message to the
PDN GW.
9. After receiving the Binding Revocation Indication
message, the serving GW initiates a resource re-
lease procedure to release the resource used by the
UE in the 3GPP AN.
10. If the interface protocol between the PDN GW
and the serving GW is a GPRS Tunneling Protocol
(GTP), the PDN GW initiates a resource release pro-
cedure to release the resource used by the UE in
the 3GPP AN.
11. A session abort procedure is performed between
the PDN GW and the PCRF, and the PCRF is notified
to release the PCC rules applied by the UE in the
3GPP AN.
12. The AAA server sends a Cancel Register mes-
sage to the HSS to cancel the UE registration in the
HSS. The HSS returns a Cancel Register Ack mes-
sage to the AAA server.
13. The non-3GPP GW returns an Access Accept
message to the UE.
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Embodiment 4

[0041] The foregoing mechanism is also applicable to
a trusted non-3GPP system. When the UE sends a reg-
istration request message to the non-3GPP GW, the UE
reports the registration processing type information to
the non-3GPP GW. The non-3GPP GW identifies the
processing type of the registration according to the infor-
mation, and creates a bearer for the UE according to
registration processing type to complete the registration.
The non-3GPP GW reports the registration processing
type to the AAA server, and the AAA server reports the
registration processing type to the HSS. For the registra-
tion caused by handover, the network initiates a bearer
creation procedure to create resources in the non-3GPP
network used by the UE in the source 3GPP network.
For initialization registration, if the AAA server stores the
PDN GW address used by the UE in the 3GPP network,
the AAA server notifies the HSS to cancel the UE regis-
tration in the 3GPP network, and the HSS notifies the
MME/SGSN to release the resource used by the UE in
the 3GPP network. As shown in FIG. 10, the process
includes the following steps:

Steps 1-6 are the same as the counterpart in the
third embodiment, and are not repeated here any
further.

7. If the UE registration processing type is nor-
mal registration and the AAA server stores the
registered PDN GW addresses, and if such PDN
GW addresses are the PDN GW addresses
used by the UE when the UE accesses the 3GPP
AN and are registered into the AAA server
through the HSS, the AAA server sends a Can-
cel Register message to the HSS, requesting to
cancel the UE registration in the HSS. The HSS
returns a Cancel Register Ack message to the
AAA server.
8. The HSS sends a Cancel Location message
to the MME/SGSN. The MME/SGSN returns a
Cancel Location Ack message to the HSS.
9. The MME/SGSN separates the UE to release
the resource used by the UE in the 3GPP AN.
10. A session abort procedure is performed be-
tween the PDN GW and the PCRF, and the
PCRF is notified to release the PCC rules ap-
plied by the UE in the 3GPP AN.
11. The non-3GPP GW returns an Access Ac-
cept message to the UE.

Embodiment 5

[0042] The foregoing mechanism is also applicable to
an untrusted non-3GPP system. When the UE sends an
access authentication request or IKEv2/IPsec SA crea-
tion request message to an Evolved Packet Data Gate-
way (ePDG, a type of non-3GPP GW), the UE reports

the registration processing type information to the ePDG.
The ePDG identifies the registration processing type ac-
cording to the information, creates a bearer for the UE
according to the registration processing type, and com-
pletes the registration. The ePDG reports the registration
processing type to the AAA server, and the AAA server
reports the registration processing type to the HSS. For
the registration caused by handover, the network initiates
a bearer creation procedure to create resources in the
non-3GPP network used by the UE in the source 3GPP
network. For initialization registration, if the AAA server
stores the PDN GW address used by the UE in the 3GPP
network, the AAA server notifies the HSS to cancel the
UE registration in the 3GPP network, and the AAA server
notifies the PDN GW to release the resource used by the
UE in the 3GPP network. As shown in FIG. 11, the proc-
ess includes the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the 3GPP AN through the serv-
ing GW and the PDN GW.
2. The MME or the SGSN sends an HO Command
to the UE, notifying the UE to hand over to the non-
3GPP network; or the UE discovers the non-3GPP
network and decides to initiate handover.
3. An authentication procedure is performed be-
tween the UE, ePDG, AAA server, and HSS. In this
step, the UE may report the registration processing
type of the UE to the ePDG. The UE puts an Access
Type cell in the message of the access authentica-
tion procedure. For example, the values of the Ac-
cess Type IE are 0 and 1. The value "0" corresponds
to Normal Access (also known as Initial Access), and
indicates that the Access Request message is a nor-
mal Access Request message (also known as initial
Access Request message); and the value "1" corre-
sponds to Handover Access, and indicates that the
Access Request message is caused by handover.
Alternatively, the UE puts an Attach Type IE in the
message of the access authentication procedure.
For example, the values of the Attach Type IE are 0
and 1. The value "0" corresponds to Normal Attach
(also known as Initial Attach), and indicates that the
registration processing type of the UE is normal reg-
istration (also known as initial registration); and the
value "1" corresponds to Handover Attach, and in-
dicates that the registration processing type of the
UE is registration caused by handover.
Alternatively, the UE adds an indication bit in the
message of the access authentication procedure to
indicate that the registration processing type of the
UE is registration caused by handover. The original
message of the access authentication procedure in-
dicates normal registration (also known as initial reg-
istration). The indication bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to "Attach
due to Handover"; or
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an Attach Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover Attach".

In this step, the ePDG may report the registration
processing type of the UE to the AAA server, and
the AAA server reports the registration processing
type of the UE to the HSS.
In the UE registration process, if the AAA server iden-
tifies the UE registration processing type (for exam-
ple, the AAA server finds that it stores the PDN GW
address used by the UE in the 3GPP AN, the AAA
server determines that the UE registration process-
ing type is registration caused by handover. Other-
wise, the AAA server determines that the UE regis-
tration processing type is a normal registration
processing type), the AAA server adds an indication
bit in the message to notify the registration process-
ing type information to ePDG. The indication bit may
be:

a Handover Indication IE. If the UE registration
processing type is registration caused by hando-
ver, the AAA server adds a Handover Indication
IE. For a normal registration processing type,
the AAA server does not add this IE;
a Cause IE. For the registration caused by
handover, the AAA server sets the Cause IE to
"Update due to Handover Attach". For normal
registration, the AAA server sets the Cause IE
to "Update due to Initial Attach", or does not add
the Cause IE; or
an Update Type IE. For the registration caused
by handover, the AAA server sets this IE to
"Handover Attach". For normal registration, the
AAA server sets this IE to "Initial Attach", or does
not add this IE.

4. An IKEv2/IPSec SA creation procedure is per-
formed between the UE, ePDG, and AAA server. In
this step, the UE may report the registration process-
ing type of the UE to the ePDG. The UE puts the
Access Type IE or the Attach Type IE in the message
of the IKEv2/IPSec SA creation procedure to indicate
the registration processing type of the UE. Alterna-
tively, the UE adds an indication bit in the message
of the IKEv2/IPSec SA creation procedure to indicate
that the registration processing type of the UE is reg-
istration caused by handover. The original message
of the IKEv2/IPSec SA creation procedure indicates
normal registration (also known as initial registra-
tion). The indication bit may be:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE. The UE sets the Cause IE to "Access
due to Handover"; or
an Access Type IE. The UE sets this IE to
"Handover Access".

In this step, the ePDG may report the registration
processing type of the UE to the AAA server, and
the AAA server reports the registration processing
type of the UE to the HSS.
5. The ePDG identifies the processing type of the
registration according to the registration processing
type information reported by the UE.
Now the ePDG succeeds in distinguishing between
different registration processing types.
Further, if the processing type is normal access, the
ePDG performs the normal access procedure, and
steps 7-13 are performed.
If the processing type is access caused by handover,
the ePDG sends a Request PCC Rules message to
the PCRF to obtain the PCC rules applied by the
user. The PCRF provides the non-3GPP GW with
the PCC rules applied by the user, and then the proc-
ess proceeds to step 6.
6. The ePDG initiates a network-initiate bearer cre-
ation procedure to create the bearer of the user, and
then the process proceeds to step 13.

[0043] Steps 7-13 are the same as the counterpart in
the third embodiment, and are not repeated here any
further.
[0044] To sum up, in the embodiments of the present
invention, the UE reports the registration processing type
information to the network in the process of registering
into the network, and therefore, the network distinguishes
between different registration processing types accord-
ingly.
[0045] Further, the network may perform the corre-
sponding procedure according to the identified process-
ing type. Moreover, a mode of the UE reporting the reg-
istration processing type information by means of adding
an IE or defining a new message is disclosed in an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0046] Further, in addition to the Initial Attach and the
Handover Attach processing types mentioned above, the
registration processing types reported by the UE, HSS,
and AAA server in this embodiment may include other
registration processing types such as Pre-Registration
(namely, the UE pre-registers into the target access net-
work), Idle Mode Handover (namely, the UE hands over
in the idle mode), and Active Mode Handover (namely,
the UE hands over in the active mode). For a multi-mode
or dual-mode UE (namely, the UE can access multiple
networks simultaneously), possible registration process-
ing types include: Power On Attach (namely, the UE is
powered on), Normal Attach (namely, the UE accesses
the network normally), Handover Attach (namely, the UE
performs handover). This embodiment does not restrict
the value of the registration processing type. Other reg-
istration processing types are described below, taking
the Idle Mode Handover and the Active Mode Handover
as examples:
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Embodiment 6

[0047] When the UE hands over from an HRPD net-
work to an E-UTRAN network in the active mode, the
MME obtains the handover processing type of the UE. If
determining that the handover processing type is hando-
ver of the UE in the active mode, the MME notifies the
eNodeB to create resource on the access network side
and use the preliminary path handover mechanism. As
shown in FIG. 12, the process includes the following
steps:

1. The UE accesses the system at the HRPD net-
work.
2. The UE or the HRPD Access Network (AN) de-
cides to perform handover to the 3GPP network.
3. The UE sends an Attach Request message to the
MME through the HRPD network. The MME obtains
the processing type information. The MME may ob-
tain the processing type information in one of the
following ways:
The UE reports the processing type information: The
Attach Request message sent by the UE to the MME
indicates whether the Attach procedure is handover
in the idle state or handover in the active state. The
specific mode of notifying the processing type may
be:
The UE adds an Attach Type IE in the Attach Request
message to indicate the MME the handover process-
ing type. Different values of the Attach Type indicate
different processing types:

0 indicates Idle Mode Handover (handover in
the idle mode); and
1 indicates Active Mode Handover (handover in
the active mode).

The UE adds a Cause IE in the Attach Request mes-
sage to indicate the cause for the Attach Request
message. The UE may set the following Cause val-
ues:

Idle Mode Handover: This cause value indicates
that the Attach Request is caused by handover
in the idle state; and
Active Mode Handover: This cause value indi-
cates that the Attach Request is caused by
handover in the active state.

The UE adds a UE State IE in the Attach Request
message to report the state of the UE. According to
the state of the UE, the MME knows whether the UE
hands over in the idle state or in the active state. The
UE may set the following UE State values:

0: indicates that the UE is in the idle state; and

1: indicates that the UE is in the active state.

When the UE hands over in the active state, the UE
adds an "active flag" IE in the Attach Request mes-
sage to indicate the need of creating bearer on the
access network side; and when the UE hands over
in the idle state, the UE adds no "active flag" cell into
the Attach Request message to indicate no need of
creating bearer on the access network side. Alter-
natively, when the UE hands over in the active state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "True(1)" to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side; and when the UE hands over in the idle state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "False(0)" to indi-
cate no need of creating bearer on the access net-
work side.
When the UE hands over in the idle state, the UE
adds an "Non-active flag" IE in the Attach Request
message to indicate no need of creating bearer on
the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the UE adds no "Non-active
flag" cell into the Attach Request message to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side. Alternatively, when the UE hands over in the
idle state, the UE sets the "Non-active flag" IE to
"True(1)" to indicate no need of creating bearer on
the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the UE sets the "Non-active
flag" IE to "False(0)" to indicate the need of creating
bearer on the access network side.
The HRPD AN reports the processing type informa-
tion: The S101 interface message sent by the HRPD
AN to the MME indicates whether the Attach proce-
dure is handover in the idle state or handover in the
active state. The specific mode of notifying the
processing type may be:
The HRPD AN adds an Attach Type IE in the S101
interface message to indicate the MME the handover
processing type Different values of the Attach Type
indicate different processing types:

0 indicates Idle Mode Handover (handover in
the idle mode); and
1 indicates Active Mode Handover (handover in
the active mode).

The HRPD AN adds a Cause IE in the S101 interface
message to indicate the cause for the Attach Re-
quest message. The HRPD AN may set the following
Cause values:

Idle Mode Handover: This cause value indicates
that the Attach Request is caused by handover
in the idle state; and
Active Mode Handover: This cause value indi-
cates that the Attach Request is caused by
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handover in the active state.

The HRPD AN adds a "UE State" IE into the S101
interface message to report the state of the UE. Ac-
cording to the state of the UE, the MME knows wheth-
er the UE hands over in the idle state or in the active
state. The UE may set the following UE State values:

0: indicates that the UE is in the idle state; and
1: indicates that the UE is in the active state.

When the UE hands over in the active state, the
HRPD AN adds an "active flag" IE in the S101 inter-
face message to indicate the need of creating bearer
on the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the idle state, the HRPD AN adds no "active
flag" IE in the S101 interface message to indicate no
need of creating bearer on the access network side.
When the UE hands over in the idle state, the HRPD
AN include an "Non-active flag" IE in the S101 inter-
face message to indicate no need of creating bearer
on the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the HRPD AN adds no "Non-
active flag" IE in the S101 interface message to in-
dicate the need of creating bearer on the access net-
work side.
4. The authentication procedure is performed.
5. The MME sends an Update Location message to
the HSS to obtain the subscriber data of the UE. The
HSS returns the subscriber data of the UE, including
the PDN GW address used by the UE.
6. The MME selects a serving GW, and sends a Cre-
ate Default Bearer Request message to the serving
GW. According to the information included in the At-
tach Request message, the MME knows whether
the UE hands over in the idle state or in the active
state. If the MME finds that the UE hands over in the
active state, the Create Default Bearer Request mes-
sage sent by the MME requests the serving GW to
perform "preliminary path handover".
7. After receiving the Create Default Bearer Request
message, the serving GW initiates a preliminary path
handover procedure if finding that the message re-
quests the serving GW to perform "preliminary path
handover". The serving GW sends a Proxy BU mes-
sage to the PDN GW. After receiving the foregoing
message, the PDN GW switches the user plane
route to the serving GW. That is, the PDN GW sends
the received downlink data to the serving GW.
8. The serving GW returns a Create Default Bearer
Response message to the MME.
9. According to the information included in the Attach
Request message, the MME knows whether the UE
hands over in the idle state or in the active state. If
the MME finds that the UE hands over in the active
state, the MME sends a Relocation Request mes-

sage to the eNodeB, requesting the eNodeB to cre-
ate the resource on the access network side. The
eNodeB finishes creating the resource on the access
network side, and then returns a Relocation Request
Acknowledge message to the MME.
10. The MME sends an Update Bearer Request mes-
sage to the serving GW, requesting to update the
downlink user plane path of the serving GW to the
eNodeB. The serving GW returns an Update Bearer
Response message to the MME.
11. If finding that the UE hands over in the active
state, the MME sends a S101 HO Command mes-
sage to the HRPD AN. The message includes an
Attach Accept message and an HO Command mes-
sage.
12. The HRPD AN sends an HRPD AN L2 message
to the UE. The message includes an Attach Accept
message and an HO Command message.
13. The UE hands over to the E-UTRAN network,
and sends an HO Complete message to the eNodeB.
14. The eNodeB sends a Relocation Complete mes-
sage to the MME, indicating that the UE has handed

over to the E-UTRAN network.
[0048] It is worthy of attention that in this embodiment,
step 6 may occur before, during or after step 9.

Embodiment 7

[0049] When the UE hands over from an HRPD net-
work to an E-UTRAN network in the idle mode, the MME
obtains the handover processing type of the UE. If de-
termining that the handover processing type is handover
in the idle mode, the MME neither notifies the eNodeB
to create resource on the access network side nor uses
the preliminary path handover mechanism. As shown in
FIG. 13, the process includes the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the system at the HRPD net-
work.
2. The UE or the HRPD Access Network (AN) de-
cides to perform handover to the 3GPP network.
3. The UE sends an Attach Request message to the
MME through the HRPD network. The handover
processing type needs to be notified to the MME.
The operations are the same as the counterpart in
the sixth embodiment, and are not repeated here
any further.
4. The authentication procedure is performed.
5. The MME sends an Update Location message to
the HSS to obtain the subscriber data of the UE. The
HSS returns the subscriber data of the UE, including
the PDN GW address used by the UE.
6. The MME selects a serving GW, and sends a Cre-
ate Default Bearer Request message to the serving
GW. According to the information included in the At-
tach Request message, the MME knows whether
the UE hands over in the idle state or in the active
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state. If the MME finds that the UE hands over in the
idle state, the Create Default Bearer Request mes-
sage sent by the MME does not require the serving
GW to perform "preliminary path handover". The
serving GW returns a Create Default Bearer Re-
sponse message to the MME.
7. According to the information included in the Attach
Request message, the MME knows whether the UE
hands over in the idle state or in the active state. If
finding that the UE hands over in the idle state, the
MME does not notify the eNodeB to create resource
on the access network side, but sends an Attach
Accept message to the UE directly through the
HRPD network.
8. The UE hands over to the E-UTRAN network, and
sends a TAU Request message to the MME, indi-
cating that the UE has handed over to the E-UTRAN
network.
9. After finding that the UE has handed over to the
E-UTRAN network in the idle state, the MME sends
an Update Bearer Request message to the serving
GW. The MME adds an indication bit in the Update
Bearer Request to require the serving GW to perform
user plane path handover.
10. When the serving GW discovers the requirement
of user plane path handover after receiving the Up-
date Bearer Request message, the serving GW
sends a Proxy BU message to the PDN GW to up-
date the downlink user plane path of the PDN GW.
The PDN GW switches the downlink user plane path
to the serving GW, and then returns a Proxy BA mes-
sage to the serving GW.
11. The serving GW returns an Update Bearer Re-
sponse message to the MME.
12. The MME returns a TAU Accept message to the
UE.

Embodiment 8

[0050] The method of notifying the handover process-
ing type is also applicable to the normal handover from
a non-3GPP network to a 3GPP network. Through an
Attach Request message, the UE notifies the handover
processing type information to the MME or SGSN. Ac-
cording to the handover processing type information, the
MME or SGSN decides whether to notify the access net-
work to create the resource on the access network side.
As shown in FIG. 14, the process includes the following
steps:

1. The UE accesses the system at a non-3GPP net-
work (such as WiMax or WLAN).
2. The UE decides to perform handover to the 3GPP
network, and initiates a handover procedure.
3. The UE sends an Attach Request message to a
network element of the core network through a 3GPP
AN. If the 3GPP AN is a GERAN/UTRAN, the net-
work element of the core network is SGSN; or, if the

3GPP AN is an E-UTRAN, the network element of
the core network is MME. The Attach Request mes-
sage sent by the UE to the MME/SGSN indicates
whether the Attach procedure is handover in the idle
state or handover in the active state. The MME/SG-
SN obtains the processing type information. The
specific mode of notifying the processing type may
be:
The UE adds an Attach Type IE in the Attach Request
message to indicate the processing type of the
MME/SGSN handover. Different values of the Attach
Type indicate different processing types:

0 indicates Idle Mode Handover (handover in
the idle mode); or
1 indicates Active Mode Handover (handover in
the active mode).

The UE adds a Cause IE in the Attach Request mes-
sage to indicate the cause for the Attach Request
message. The UE may set the following Cause val-
ues:

Idle Mode Handover: This cause value indicates
that the Attach Request is caused by handover
in the idle state; and
Active Mode Handover: This cause value indi-
cates that the Attach Request is caused by
handover in the active state.

The UE adds a "UE State" IE in the Attach Request
message to report the state of the UE. According to
the state of the UE, the MME/SGSN knows whether
the UE hands over in the idle state or in the active
state. The UE may set the following UE State values:

0: indicates that the UE is in the idle state; or
1: indicates that the UE is in the active state.

When the UE hands over in the active state, the UE
adds an "active flag" IE in the Attach Request mes-
sage to indicate the need of creating bearer on the
access network side; and when the UE hands over
in the idle state, the UE adds no "active flag" IE in
the Attach Request message to indicate no need of
creating bearer on the access network side. Alter-
natively, when the UE hands over in the active state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "True(1)" to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side; and when the UE hands over in the idle state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "False(0)" to indi-
cate no need of creating bearer on the access net-
work side.
When the UE hands over in the idle state, the UE
adds an "Non-active flag" IE in the Attach Request
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message to indicate no need of creating bearer on
the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the UE adds no "Non-active
flag" IE in the Attach Request message to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side. Alternatively, when the UE hands over in the
idle state, the UE sets the "Non-active flag" IE to
"True(1)" to indicate no need of creating bearer on
the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the UE sets the "Non-active
flag" IE to "False(0)" to indicate the need of creating
bearer on the access network side.
4. The authentication procedure is performed.
5. The MME/SGSN sends an Update Location mes-
sage to the HSS to obtain the subscriber data of the
UE. The HSS returns the subscriber data of the UE,
including the PDN GW address used by the UE.
6. The MME/SGSN selects a serving GW, and sends
a Create Default Bearer Request message to the
serving GW.
7. The serving GW sends a Proxy BU message to
the PDN GW to update the downlink user plane path
of the PDN GW. The PDN GW switches the downlink
user plane path to the serving GW, and then returns
a Proxy BA message to the serving GW.
8. The serving GW returns a Create Default Bearer
Response message to the MME/SGSN.
9. According to the information included in the Attach
Request message, the MME/SGSN knows whether
the UE hands over in the idle state or in the active
state. If the MME/SGSN finds that the UE hands over
in the active state, steps 9-12 are performed. If the
MME/SGSN finds that the UE hands over in the idle
state, steps 13-14 are performed.
The MME/SGSN sends an Initial Context Setup Re-
quest message to the 3GPP AN, requesting the
3GPP AN to create resource on the access network
side. The message includes an Attach Accept mes-
sage.
10. Radio bearer is created between the 3GPP AN
and the UE.
11. The 3GPP AN returns an Initial Context Setup
Complete message to the MME/SGSN. This mes-
sage also includes the Attach Complete message.
12. The MME/SGSN sends an Update Bearer Re-
quest message to the serving GW, requesting to up-
date the downlink user plane path to the eNodeB.
The serving GW updates the downlink user plane
path to the 3GPP AN, and then returns an Update
Bearer Response message to the MME/SGSN.
13. If the MME/SGSN finds that the UE hands over
in the idle state, the MME/SGSN sends an Attach
Accept message to the UE.
14. The UE returns an Attach Complete message to
the MME/SGSN.

Embodiment 9

[0051] When the UE sends a registration request mes-
sage to the non-3GPP GW, the UE reports the registra-
tion processing type information to the non-3GPP GW.
The non-3GPP GW identifies the processing type of the
registration according to the information, and creates
bearer for the UE according to registration processing
type to complete the registration. The non-3GPP GW re-
ports the registration processing type to the AAA server,
and the AAA server reports the registration processing
type to the HSS. For the registration caused by handover,
the network initiates a bearer creation procedure to cre-
ate bearer in the non-3GPP network used by the UE in
the source 3GPP network. For initialization registration,
if the HSS stores the PDN GW address used by the UE
in the 3GPP network, the HSS notifies the AAA server
to cancel the UE registration in the 3GPP network, and
the AAA server notifies the PDN GW to release the re-
source used by the UE in the 3GPP network. As shown
in FIG. 15, the process includes the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the 3GPP AN through the serv-
ing GW and the PDN GW.
2. The MME or the SGSN sends an HO Command
to the UE, notifying the UE to hand over to the non-
3GPP network; or the UE discovers the non-3GPP
network and decides to initiate handover.
3. Before initiating registration into the non-3GPP
network, the UE identifies the type of the registration.
Afterward, the UE sends an Access Request mes-
sage to the non-3GPP GW, and reports the registra-
tion processing type to the non-3GPP GW.
4. An authentication procedure is performed be-
tween the UE, the non-3GPP GW, the AAA server,
and the HSS. In this step, the UE may report the
registration processing type to the non-3GPP GW.
In this step, the non-3GPP GW reports the registra-
tion processing type to the AAA server and the HSS.
If the registration processing type is a handover
processing type, the AAA server or HSS may provide
the non-3GPP GW with the PDN GW address used
by the UE in the 3GPP AN.
In the UE registration process, if the AAA server or
HSS identifies the UE registration processing type
(for example, the AAA server or HSS finds that it
stores the PDN GW address used by the UE in the
3GPP AN, the AAA server or HSS determines that
the UE registration processing type is registration
caused by handover. Otherwise, the AAA server or
HSS determines that the UE registration processing
type is a normal registration processing type), the
AAA server or HSS adds an indication bit in the mes-
sage to notify the registration processing type infor-
mation to the non-3GPP GW. The indication bit may
be:

a Handover Indication IE. If the UE registration
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processing type is registration caused by hando-
ver, the AAA server or HSS adds a Handover
Indication IE. For a normal registration process-
ing type, the AAA server or HSS does not add
this IE;
a Cause IE. For the registration caused by
handover, the AAA server or HSS sets the
Cause IE to "Update due to Handover Attach".
For normal registration, the AAA server or HSS
sets the Cause IE to "Update due to Initial At-
tach", or does not add the Cause IE; or
an Update Type IE. For the registration caused
by handover, the AAA server or HSS sets this
IE to "Handover Attach". For normal registration,
the AAA server or HSS sets this IE to "Initial
Attach", or does not add this IE.

5. The non-3GPP GW identifies the processing type
of the registration according to the registration
processing type information reported by the UE, AAA
server, or HSS.
Now the non-3GPP GW succeeds in distinguishing
between different registration processing types.
Further, if the processing type is normal access, the
non-3GPP GW performs the normal access proce-
dure, and steps 7-13 are performed.
If the processing type is access caused by handover,
the non-3GPP GW sends a Request PCC Rules
message to the PCRF to obtain the PCC rules ap-
plied by the user. The PCRF provides the non-3GPP
GW with the PCC rules applied by the user, and then
the process proceeds to step 6.
6. The non-3GPP GW initiates a network-initiate
bearer creation procedure to create the bearer for
the user, and then the process proceeds to step 13.
7. If the registration processing type is normal reg-
istration and the HSS stores the registered PDN GW
addresses, and if such PDN GW addresses are the
PDN GW addresses used by the UE when the UE
accesses the 3GPP AN, the HSS sends a Cancel
Register message to the AAA server, requesting to
cancel the UE registration in the AAA server. The
AAA server returns a Cancel Register Ack message
to the HSS.
8. The AAA server sends a Cancel Register mes-
sage to the PDN GW, requesting to cancel the UE
registration in the 3GPP AN. The PDN GW returns
a Cancel Register Ack message to the AAA server.
9. If the interface protocol between the PDN GW and
the serving GW is a PMIP, the PDN GW sends a
Binding Revocation Indication message to the serv-
ing GW to cancel the PMIP binding between the serv-
ing GW and the PDN GW. The serving GW returns
a Binding Revocation Acknowledge message to the
PDN GW.
10. After receiving the Binding Revocation Indication
message, the serving GW initiates a resource re-
lease procedure to release the resource used by the

UE in the 3GPP AN.
11. If the interface protocol between the PDN GW
and the serving GW is a GTP, the PDN GW initiates
a resource release procedure to release the re-
source used by the UE in the 3GPP AN.
12. A session abort procedure is performed between
the PDN GW and the PCRF, and the PCRF is notified
to release the PCC rules applied by the UE in the
3GPP AN.
13. The non-3GPP GW returns an Access Accept
message to the UE.

Embodiment 10

[0052] When the UE sends a registration request mes-
sage to the non-3GPP GW, the UE reports the registra-
tion processing type information to the non-3GPP GW.
The non-3GPP GW identifies the processing type of the
registration according to the information, and creates
bearer for the UE according to registration processing
type to complete the registration. The non-3GPP GW re-
ports the registration processing type to the AAA server,
and the AAA server reports the registration processing
type to the HSS. For the registration caused by handover,
the network initiates a bearer creation procedure to cre-
ate bearer in the non-3GPP network used by the UE in
the source 3GPP network. For initialization registration,
if the HSS stores the PDN GW address used by the UE
in the 3GPP network, the HSS notifies the AAA server
to cancel the UE registration in the 3GPP network, and
the HSS notifies the MME/SGSN to release the resource
used by the UE in the 3GPP network. As shown in FIG.
16, the process includes the following steps:

Steps 1-6 are the same as the counterpart in the
ninth embodiment, and are not repeated here any
further.

7. If the UE registration processing type is nor-
mal registration and the HSS stores the regis-
tered PDN GW addresses, and if such PDN GW
addresses are the PDN GW addresses used by
the UE when the UE accesses the 3GPP AN,
the HSS sends a Cancel Register message to
the AAA server, requesting to cancel the UE reg-
istration in the AAA server. The AAA server re-
turns a Cancel Register Ack message to the
HSS.
8. The HSS sends a Cancel Location message
to the MME/SGSN. The MME/SGSN returns a
Cancel Location Ack message to the HSS.
9. The MME/SGSN separates the UE to release
the resource used by the UE in the 3GPP AN.
10. A session abort procedure is performed be-
tween the PDN GW and the PCRF, and the
PCRF is notified to release the PCC rules ap-
plied by the UE in the 3GPP AN.
11. The non-3GPP GW returns an Access Ac-
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cept message to the UE.

Embodiment 11

[0053] When the UE hands over from a non-3GPP net-
work to a 3GPP network in the active mode, the first net-
work element of the 3GPP network obtains the handover
processing type. If determining that the handover
processing type is handover in the active mode, the first
network element of the 3GPP network notifies the PDN
GW not to initiate the resource release procedure in the
source non-3GPP network, and notifies the serving GW
to create a data forwarding tunnel between the serving
GW and the non-3GPP GW. As shown in FIG. 17, the
process includes the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the system at the non-3GPP
network.
2. The UE or the non-3GPP access network element
(for an HRPD network, the non-3GPP access net-
work element is an HRPD Radio Network Controller
(RNC)) decides to perform handover to the 3GPP
network.
3. Through the non-3GPP network, the UE sends an
Attach Request message to the first network element
of the 3GPP network (for the E-UTRAN network, the
first network element of the 3GPP network is an
MME; for the GERAN/UTRAN network, the first net-
work element of the 3GPP network is an SGSN).
The first network element of the 3GPP network ob-
tains the processing type information. The first net-
work element of the 3GPP network may obtain the
processing type information in one of the following
ways:
The UE reports the processing type information: The
Attach Request message sent by the UE to the first
network element of the 3GPP network indicates
whether the Attach procedure is handover in the idle
state or handover in the active state. The specific
mode of notifying the processing type may be:
The UE adds an Attach Type IE into the Attach Re-
quest message to indicate the handover processing
type to the MME. Different values of the Attach Type
indicate different processing types:

0 indicates Idle Mode Handover (handover in
the idle mode); or
1 indicates Active Mode Handover (handover in
the active mode); or

For optimized handover or pre-registration in the ac-
tive state, the UE sets the Attach Type IE in the Attach
Request message to "Optimized Handover" or "Pre-
registration" or "Handover". After receiving the At-
tach Type, the first network element of the 3GPP
network believes that the Attach procedure is hando-
ver in the active state by default.

The UE adds a Cause IE in the Attach Request mes-
sage to indicate the cause for the Attach Request
message. The UE may set the following Cause val-
ues:

Idle Mode Handover: This cause value indicates
that the Attach Request is caused by handover
in the idle state; or
Active Mode Handover: This cause value indi-
cates that the Attach Request is caused by
handover in the active state.

The UE adds a UE State" IE in the Attach Request
message to report the state of the UE. According to
the state of the UE, the MME knows whether the UE
hands over in the idle state or in the active state. The
UE may set the following UE State values:

0: indicates that the UE is in the idle state; or
1: indicates that the UE is in the active state.

When the UE hands over in the active state, the UE
adds an "active flag" IE in the Attach Request mes-
sage to indicate the need of creating bearer on the
access network side; and when the UE hands over
in the idle state, the UE adds no "active flag" IE in
the Attach Request message to indicate no need of
creating bearer on the access network side. Alter-
natively, when the UE hands over in the active state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "True(1)" to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side; and when the UE hands over in the idle state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "False(0)" to indi-
cate no need of creating bearer on the access net-
work side.
When the UE hands over in the idle state, the UE
adds an "Non-active flag" IE in the Attach Request
message to indicate no need of creating bearer on
the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the UE adds no "Non-active
flag" IE in the Attach Request message to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side. Alternatively, when the UE hands over in the
idle state, the UE sets the "Non-active flag" IE to
"True(1)" to indicate no need of creating bearer on
the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the UE sets the "Non-active
flag" IE to "False(0)" to indicate the need of creating
bearer on the access network side.

(2)The non-3GPP access network element or
the non-3GPP GW reports the processing type
information: The non-3GPP access network el-
ement or the non-3GPP GW sends an interface
message to the first network element of the
3GPP network to indicate whether the Attach
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procedure is handover in the idle state or hando-
ver in the active state. The specific mode of no-
tifying the processing type may be:

The non-3GPP access network element or the non-
3GPP GW adds an Attach Type IE into the interface
message sent to the first network element of the
3GPP network to indicate the handover processing
type. Different values of the Attach Type indicate dif-
ferent processing types:

0 indicates Idle Mode Handover (handover in
the idle mode); or
1 indicates Active Mode Handover (handover in
the active mode); or

For optimized handover or pre-registration in the ac-
tive state, the non-3GPP access network element or
the non-3GPP GW sets the Attach Type IE to "Op-
timized Handover" or "Pre-registration" or "Hando-
ver". After receiving the Attach Type, the first network
element of the 3GPP network believes that the At-
tach procedure is handover in the active state by
default.
The non-3GPP access network element or the non-
3GPP GW adds a Cause IE in the interface message
sent to the first network element of the 3GPP network
to indicate the cause for the Attach Request mes-
sage. The non-3GPP access network element or the
non-3GPP GW may set the following Cause values:

Idle Mode Handover: This cause value indicates
that the Attach Request is caused by handover
in the idle state; or
Active Mode Handover: This cause value indi-
cates that the Attach Request is caused by
handover in the active state.

The non-3GPP access network element or the non-
3GPP GW adds a "UE State" IE in the interface mes-
sage sent to the first network element of the 3GPP
network to report the UE state. According to the state
of the UE, the first network element of the 3GPP
network knows whether the UE hands over in the
idle state or in the active state. The UE may set the
following UE State values:

0: indicates that the UE is in the idle state; or
1: indicates that the UE is in the active state.

When the UE hands over in the active state, the non-
3GPP access network element or the non-3GPP GW
adds an "active flag" IE in the interface message sent
to the first network element of the 3GPP network to

indicate the need of creating bearer on the access
network side. When the UE hands over in the idle
state, the non-3GPP access network element or the
non-3GPP GW adds no "active flag" IE in the inter-
face message sent to the first network element of
the 3GPP network to indicate no need of creating
bearer on the access network side.
When the UE hands over in the idle state, the non-
3GPP access network element or the non-3GPP GW
adds a "Non-active flag" IE in the interface message
sent to the first network element of the 3GPP network
to indicate no need of creating bearer on the access
network side. When the UE hands over in the active
state, the non-3GPP access network element or the
non-3GPP GW adds no "Non-active flag" IE into the
interface message sent to the first network element
of the 3GPP network to indicate the need of creating
bearer on the access network side.
4. The authentication procedure is performed.
5. The first network element of the 3GPP network
sends an Update Location message to the HSS to
obtain the subscriber data of the UE. The HSS re-
turns the subscriber data of the UE, including the
PDN GW address used by the UE.
6. The first network element of the 3GPP network
selects a serving GW, and sends a Create Default
Bearer Request message to the serving GW.
7. If the interface protocol between the serving GW
and the PDN GW is a GTP, the serving GW sends
a Create Default Bearer Request message to the
PDN GW. If the interface protocol between the serv-
ing GW and the PDN GW is a PMIP, the serving GW
sends a Proxy BU message to the PDN GW. The
PDN GW returns a Create Default Bearer Response
message or a Proxy BA message to the serving GW.
8. The serving GW returns a Create Default Bearer
Response message to the first network element of
the 3GPP network.
9. If finding that the UE hands over in the active state,
the first network element of the 3GPP network sends
a Create Forwarding Tunnels Request to the serving
GW, requesting the serving GW to create a forward-
ing tunnel. The serving GW returns a Create For-
warding Tunnels Response message to the first net-
work element of the 3GPP network. The message
includes the forwarding tunnel information (including
a serving GW address and Generic Routing Encap-
sulation (GRE) Keys).
10. If finding that the UE hands over in the active
state, the first network element of the 3GPP network
sends an HO Command message to the non-3GPP
access network element or the non-3GPP GW. The
message includes an Attach Accept message, an
HO Command message, and forwarding tunnel in-
formation (including a serving GW address and GRE
Keys).
11. After receiving the HO Command message, the
non-3GPP access network element sends a Create
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Forwarding Tunnels Request message to the non-
3GPP GW, notifying the non-3GPP GW of the ob-
tained forwarding tunnel information. The non-3GPP
GW returns a Create Forwarding Tunnels Response
message to the non-3GPP access network element.
Subsequently, the non-3GPP GW forwards the re-
ceived downlink data to the serving GW through the
forwarding tunnel (including a serving GW address
and GRE keys).
12. The non-3GPP access network element or the
non-3GPP GW sends an HO Command message
to the UE. The message includes an Attach Accept
message and an HO Command message.
13. The UE hands over to the 3GPP network, and
sends an HO Complete message to the 3GPP ac-
cess network element.
14. The 3GPP access network element sends a Re-
location Complete message to the first network ele-
ment of the 3GPP network, indicating that the UE
has handed over to the 3GPP network.
15. The first network element of the 3GPP network
sends an Update Bearer Request message to the
serving GW. If finding that the UE hands over in the
active state, the first network element of the 3GPP
network adds an indication bit in the Update Bearer
Request message to indicate the PDN GW not to
initiate a resource release procedure to release the
resource used by the UE in the source non-3GPP
AN. This indication bit may be: Optimized Handover
Indication, Pre-registration Indication, or Resource
not Release Indication. Specifically, the indication
bit may be:

(1) an Update Type indication bit. The first net-
work element on the network side sets the Up-
date Type indication bit to "Pre-registration" or
"Optimized Handover";
(2) a Cause value. The first network element on
the network side sets the Cause value to "Pre-
registration", "Optimized Handover" or "Re-
source not Release"; or
(3) a Pre-registration Indication, or Optimized
Handover Indication, or Resource not Release
Indication.

16. If the interface protocol between the serving GW
and the PDN GW is GTP, the serving GW sends an
Update Bearer Request message to the PDN GW.
If the interface protocol between the serving GW and
the PDN GW is PMIP, the serving GW sends a Proxy
BU message to the PDN GW. The serving GW adds
an indication bit in the Update Bearer Request mes-
sage or the Proxy BU message to indicate the PDN
GW not to initiate a resource release procedure to
release the resource used by the UE in the source
non-3GPP AN. This indication bit may be: Optimized
Handover Indication, Pre-registration Indication, or
Resource not Release Indication. Specifically, the

indication bit may be:

(1) an Update Type indication bit, or a Binding
Type indication bit. The serving GW sets the Up-
date Type indication bit or the Binding Type in-
dication bit to "Pre-registration" or "Optimized
Handover";
(2) a Cause value. The serving GW sets the
Cause value to "Pre-registration", "Optimized
Handover", or "Resource not Release"; or
(3) a Pre-registration Indication, or Optimized
Handover Indication, or Resource not Release
Indication.
After receiving the foregoing message, the PDN
GW does not initiate the resource release pro-
cedure to release the resource used by the UE
in the source non-3GPP AN (namely, the re-
source release procedure to release the re-
source used by the UE in the source non-3GPP
AN is not triggered by the PDN GW). The PDN
GW returns an Update Bearer Response mes-
sage or a Proxy BA message to the serving GW.

17. The serving GW returns an Update Bearer Re-
sponse message to the first network element of the
3GPP network.
18. After receiving the Relocation Complete mes-
sage from the eNodeB, the first network element of
the 3GPP network returns an HO Complete mes-
sage to the non-3GPP access network element or
the non-3GPP GW.
19. After receiving the HO Complete message from
the first network element of the 3GPP network, the
non-3GPP access network element or the non-
3GPP GW initiates a resource release procedure to
release the resource in the source non-3GPP AN.

Note:

[0054]

1. In this embodiment, step 6 may occur before, dur-
ing or after step 9; and
2. This embodiment does not limit the message in
step 9 and step 11. For example, for the HRPD net-
work, the message in step 11 may also be an A11-
Registration Request message.

Embodiment 12

[0055] When the UE hands over from a 3GPP network
to a non-3GPP network in the active mode, the network
element in the non-3GPP network obtains the handover
processing type. If determining that the handover
processing type is handover in the active mode, the net-
work element in the non-3GPP network creates access
network resource and a data forwarding resource, and
notifies the PDN GW not to initiate resource release pro-
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cedure to release the resource on the source side. As
shown in FIG. 18, the process includes the following
steps:

1. The UE accesses the 3GPP network through the
serving GW and the PDN GW.
2. Through the 3GPP network, the UE performs the
Attach procedure and the authentication procedure
which are specific to the non-3GPP network.
3. Through the 3GPP network, the UE triggers a lay-
er-3 Attach procedure in the non-3GPP network. The
access network (for example, RNC in the HRPD net-
work) or the non-3GPP GW (for example, PDSN in
the HRPD network) in the non-3GPP network ob-
tains the handover processing type information. The
access network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-
3GPP network obtains the handover processing type
information in one of the following ways:
The UE reports the processing type information: The
message of the layer-3 Attach procedure sent by the
UE to the access network or the non-3GPP GW in
the non-3GPP network indicates whether the proce-
dure is handover in the idle state or handover in the
active state. The specific mode of notifying the
processing type may be:
The UE adds an Attach Type IE in the message of
the layer-3 Attach procedure sent to the access net-
work or the non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP network,
and this IE indicates the handover processing type.
Different values of the Attach Type indicate different
processing types:

0 indicates Idle Mode Handover (handover UE
in the idle mode); or
1 indicates Active Mode Handover (handover in
the active mode); or

For optimized handover or pre-registration in the ac-
tive state, the UE sets the Attach Type IE in the mes-
sage of the layer-3 Attach procedure to "Optimized
Handover", or "Pre-registration", or "Handover". Af-
ter receiving the Attach Type, the access network or
the non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP network be-
lieves that the layer-3 Attach procedure is handover
of the UE in the active state by default.
The UE adds a Cause IE in the message of the layer-
3 Attach procedure to indicate the cause for the mes-
sage of the layer-3 Attach procedure. The UE may
set the following Cause values:

Idle Mode Handover: This cause value indicates
that the message of the layer-3 Attach proce-
dure is caused by handover in the idle state; or
Active Mode Handover: This cause value indi-
cates that the message of the layer-3 Attach pro-
cedure is caused by handover in the active state.

The UE adds a "UE State" IE in the message of the
layer-3 Attach procedure message to report the state
of the UE. According to the state of the UE, the ac-
cess network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP
network knows whether the UE hands over in the
idle state or in the active state. The UE may set the
following UE State values:

0: indicates that the UE is in the idle state; or
1: indicates that the UE is in the active state.

When the UE hands over in the active state, the UE
adds an "active flag" IE in the message of the layer-
3 Attach procedure message to indicate the need of
creating bearer on the access network side; and
when the UE hands over in the idle state, the UE
adds no "active flag" IE in the message of the layer-
3 Attach procedure message to indicate no need of
creating bearer on the access network side. Alter-
natively, when the UE hands over in the active state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "True(1)" to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side; and when the UE hands over in the idle state,
the UE sets the "active flag" IE to "False(0)" to indi-
cate no need of creating bearer on the access net-
work side.
When the UE hands over in the idle state, the UE
adds a "Non-active flag" IE in the message of the
layer-3 Attach procedure message to indicate no
need of creating bearer on the access network side;
and when the UE hands over in the active state, the
UE adds no "Non-active flag" IE in the message of
the layer-3 Attach procedure message to indicate
the need of creating bearer on the access network
side. Alternatively, when the UE hands over in the
idle state, the UE sets the "Non-active flag" IE to
"True(1)" to indicate no need of creating bearer on
the access network side; and when the UE hands
over in the active state, the UE sets the "Non-active
flag" IE to "False(0)" to indicate the need of creating
bearer on the access network side.

(2) The first network element of the 3GPP net-
work reports the processing type: The interface
message sent by the first network element of
the 3GPP network to the access network or the
non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP network indi-
cates whether the layer-3 Attach procedure is
handover in the idle state or handover in the ac-
tive state. The specific mode of notifying the
processing type may be:

The first network element of the 3GPP network adds
an Attach Type IE in the interface message sent to
the access network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-
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3GPP network. This IE indicates the handover
processing type. Different values of the Attach Type
indicate different processing types:

0 indicates Idle Mode Handover (handover in
the idle mode); or
1 indicates Active Mode Handover (handover in
the active mode).

For optimized handover or pre-registration of the UE
in the active state, the first network element of the
3GPP network sets the Attach Type IE to "Optimized
Handover", or "Pre-registration", or "Handover". Af-
ter receiving the Attach Type, the access network or
the non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP network be-
lieves that the layer-3 Attach procedure is handover
in the active state by default.
The first network element of the 3GPP network adds
a Cause IE in the interface message sent to the ac-
cess network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP
network to indicate the cause for the layer-3 Attach
procedure message. The first network element of
the 3GPP network may set the following Cause val-
ues:

Idle Mode Handover: This cause value indicates
that the message of the layer-3 Attach proce-
dure is caused by handover in the idle state; or
Active Mode Handover: This cause value indi-
cates that the message of the layer-3 Attach pro-
cedure is caused by handover in the active state.

The first network element of the 3GPP network adds
a UE State" IE in the interface message sent to the
access network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-
3GPP network to report the UE state. According to
the state of the UE, the access network or the non-
3GPP GW in the non-3GPP network knows whether
the UE hands over in the idle state or in the active
state. The UE may set the following UE State values:

0: indicates that the UE is in the idle state; or
1: indicates that the UE is in the active state.

When the UE hands over in the active state, the first
network element of the 3GPP network adds an "ac-
tive flag" IE in the interface message sent to the ac-
cess network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP
network to indicate the need of creating bearer on
the access network side. When the UE hands over
in the idle state, the first network element of the 3GPP
network adds no "active flag" IE in the interface mes-
sage sent to the access network or the non-3GPP
GW in the non-3GPP network to indicate no need of
creating bearer on the access network side.

When the UE hands over in the idle state, the first
network element of the 3GPP network adds a "Non-
active flag" IE in the interface message sent to the
access network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-
3GPP network to indicate no need of creating bearer
on the access network side. When the UE hands
over in the active state, the first network element of
the 3GPP network adds no "Non-active flag" IE in
the interface message sent to the access network or
the non-3GPP GW in the non-3GPP network to in-
dicate the need of creating bearer on the access net-
work side.
It is worthy of attention that:
The access network or the non-3GPP GW in the non-
3GPP network may also obtain the handover
processing type information in step 2. The specific
processing mode is the same as that in step 3.
4. If finding that the UE hands over in the active state,
the non-3GPP AN sends a Create Forwarding Tun-
nels Request message to the non-3GPP GW to re-
quest data forwarding resources.
5. The non-3GPP GW returns a Create Forwarding
Tunnels Response message to the non-3GPP AN.
The message includes the data forwarding tunnel
information (for example, for the HRPD network, the
data forwarding tunnel information is a PDSN ad-
dress and a PDSN GRE key) of the non-3GPP GW.
6. If finding that the UE hands over in the active state,
the non-3GPP GW sends a Create Resource Re-
quest message to the non-3GPP access network el-
ement, requesting to create resource on the access
network side. The non-3GPP access network ele-
ment allocates the resource on the access network
side, and returns a Create Resource Response mes-
sage to the non-3GPP GW.
7. If finding that the UE hands over in the active state,
the non-3GPP access network element or the non-
3GPP GW sends an HO Command message to the
first network element of the 3GPP network. The mes-
sage includes the data forwarding tunneling informa-
tion of the non-3GPP GW.
8. After receiving the HO Command, the first network
element of the 3GPP network sends a Create For-
warding Tunnels Request message to the serving
GW, requesting the serving GW to create data for-
warding tunnel. The message includes the data for-
warding tunnel information of the non-3GPP GW.
The serving GW creates data forwarding tunnel, and
returns a Create Forwarding Tunnels Response
message to the first network element of the 3GPP
network.
9. The first network element of the 3GPP network
sends a Relocation Command message to the 3GPP
access network element.
The 3GPP access network element forwards the re-
ceived downlink data packet to the serving GW, and
the serving GW forwards the received packet to the
non-3GPP GW.
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10. The 3GPP AN sends an HO Command message
to the UE, requesting the UE to hand over to the non-
3GPP network.
11. The UE hands over to the non-3GPP network,
and sends an access message to notify the network
element in the non-3GPP network that the UE has
handed over to the non-3GPP network. The specific
access message depends on the non-3GPP net-
work. For example, for an HRPD network, the access
message is HRPD Traffic Channel Complete (TCC)
message.
12. If the interface protocol between the non-3GPP
GW and the PDN GW is PMIP, the non-3GPP GW
sends a Proxy BU message to the PDN GW. If finding
that the UE hands over in the active state, the non-
3GPP GW adds an indication bit in the Proxy BU
message to indicate the PDN GW not to initiate a
resource release procedure to release the resource
used by the UE in the source 3GPP network. This
indication bit may be: Optimized Handover Indica-
tion, Pre-registration Indication, or Resource not Re-
lease Indication. The specific processing mode of
the indication bit is the same as that in the 11th em-
bodiment.
After receiving the foregoing message, the PDN GW
does not initiate the resource release procedure to
release the resource used by the UE in the source
3GPP AN (namely, the resource release procedure
to release the resource used by the UE in the source
3GPP AN is not triggered by the PDN GW). The PDN
GW returns a Proxy BA message to the non-3GPP
GW.
13. If the interface protocol between the UE and the
PDN GW is host-based mobility protocol such as Du-
al Stack MIPv6 (DSMIPv6), the UE sends a Binding
Update (BU) message to the PDN GW. If finding that
the UE hands over in the active state, the UE adds
an indication bit in the BU message to indicate the
PDN GW not to initiate a resource release procedure
to release the resource used by the UE in the source
3GPP AN. This indication bit may be: Optimized
Handover Indication, Pre-registration Indication, or
Resource not Release Indication. The specific
processing mode of the indication bit is the same as
that in the 11th embodiment.
After receiving the foregoing message, the PDN GW
does not initiate the resource release procedure to
release the resource used by the UE in the source
3GPP AN (namely, the resource release procedure
to release the resource used by the UE in the source
3GPP AN is not triggered by the PDN GW). The PDN
GW returns a Binding Ack (BA) message to the UE.
14. The non-3GPP access network element or the
non-3GPP GW sends an HO Complete message to
the first network element of the 3GPP network.
15. After receiving the HO Complete message, the
first network element of the 3GPP network initiates
the resource release procedure to release the re-

source used by the UE in the source 3GPP network.

[0056] It is worthy of attention that:
[0057] This embodiment does not limit the message in
step 5 and step 8. For example, for the HRPD network,
the message in step 5 may also be an A11-Registration
Request message.

Embodiment 13

[0058] The method of notifying the handover process-
ing type is also applicable to the normal handover from
a 3GPP network to a non-3GPP network. Through an
Access message of the non-3GPP network, the UE no-
tifies the handover processing type information to the
non-3GPP GW. According to the handover processing
type, the non-3GPP GW decides whether to notify the
access network to create the resource on the access
network side. As shown in FIG. 19, the process includes
the following steps:

1. The UE accesses the 3GPP network through the
serving GW and the PDN GW.
2. The UE hands over to the non-3GPP network, and
performs the Attach procedure and the authentica-
tion procedure which are specific to the non-3GPP
network.
3. Through the access network element of the non-
3GPP network, the UE triggers a layer-3 Attach pro-
cedure in the non-3GPP network. The non-3GPP
GW (such as the PDSN in the HRPD network) ob-
tains the handover processing type information. The
non-3GPP GW may obtain the processing type in-
formation in the following way:
The UE reports the processing type information: The
message of the layer-3 Attach procedure sent by the
UE to the non-3GPP GW indicates whether the pro-
cedure is handover in the idle state or handover in
the active state. The specific mode of notifying the
processing type information is the same as that in
the 6th embodiment.
It is worthy of attention that:
The non-3GPP GW may also obtain the handover
processing type information in step 2. The specific
processing mode is the same as that in step 3.
4. If finding that the UE hands over in the active state,
the non-3GPP GW sends a Create Resource Re-
quest message to the non-3GPP access network el-
ement, requesting to create resource on the access
network side. The non-3GPP access network ele-
ment allocates the resource on the access network
side, and returns a Create Resource Response mes-
sage to the non-3GPP GW.
5. If the interface protocol between the non-3GPP
GW and the PDN GW is PMIP, the non-3GPP GW
sends a Proxy BU message to the PDN GW. The
PDN GW returns a Proxy BA message to the non-
3GPP GW.
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6. If the interface protocol between the UE and the
PDN GW is Client Mobile Internet Protocol (CMIP),
the UE sends a BU message to the PDN GW. The
PDN GW returns a BA message to the UE.
7. The non-3GPP GW returns a layer-3 Attach Com-
plete message to the UE. as such, the method further
comprises:

[0059] To sum up, through the embodiments of the
present invention, the network-side network element can
perform discriminative processing after obtaining the UE
registration processing type information, thus overcom-
ing the inability of processing discriminatively according
to different registration procedures in the prior art.
[0060] It is apparent that those skilled in the art can
make modifications and variations to the present inven-
tion without departing from the scope of the present in-
vention. The present invention is intended to cover the
modifications and variations provided that they fall in the
scope of protection defined by the following claims.

Claims

1. A registration processing method, characterized by
comprising:

accessing, by a user equipment, UE, a non-
3GPP network;
discovering, by the UE, an evolved network;
deciding, by the UE, to initiate handover;
identifying, by the UE, a registration type before
initiating registration into the evolved network;
sending, by the UE, a registration request mes-
sage to a Mobility Management Entity, MME, to
report a registration processing type information
corresponding to the identified registration type,
wherein reporting a registration processing type
information corresponding to the identified reg-
istration type comprises: an indication bit is add-
ed in an Attach Request message to indicates
that the Attach Request message is caused by
handover.

2. The method of claim 1, the indication bit in the Attach
Request message comprises any one of the follow-
ing:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE, wherein the Cause IE is set to "At-
tach due to Handover";
an Attach Type IE, wherein the Attach Type IE
is set to "Handover Attach".

3. A User Equipment, UE, characterized by compris-
ing:

a unit for accessing a non-3GPP network,

a unit for discovering an evolved network;
a unit for deciding to initiate handover;
a unit for identifying a registration type before
initiating registration into the evolved network;
a unit for sending a registration request mes-
sage to a Mobility Management Entity, MME, to
report a registration processing type information
corresponding to the identified registration type,
wherein reporting a registration processing type
information comprises: an indication bit is added
in an Attach Request message to indicates that
the Attach Request message is caused by
handover.

4. The UE of claim 3, the indication bit in the Attach
Request message comprises any one of the follow-
ing:

a Handover Indication IE;
a Cause IE, wherein the Cause IE is set to "At-
tach due to Handover";
an Attach Type IE, wherein the Attach Type IE
is set to "Handover Attach".

5. A registration processing system, characterized by
comprising:

a Mobility Management Entity, MME, adapted
to receive a registration request message sent
by a User Equipment, UE during a handover
form a non-3GPP network to a 3GPP network,
wherein the registration request message is an
attach request message comprising an indica-
tion bit indicating that the Attach Request mes-
sage is caused by handover, identify processing
type of the registration is caused by handover
according to the indication bit reported by the
UE, and request a Packet Data Network Gate-
way, PDN GW, to initiate a bearer creation pro-
cedure to create resources in the 3GPP network
used by the UE in the non-3GPP network;
the PDN GW, adapted to initiate the bearer cre-
ation procedure to create the bearer of the UE.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the MME is further
adapted to:

send a Create Bearer Request message to the
PDN GW.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the system further
comprises a Policy and Charging Rule Function,
PCRF;
the PDN GW, further adapted to after receiving the
Create Bearer Request message, send a Request
Policy and Charging Control, PCC, rules message
to the PCRF to obtain a PCC Rule;
the PCRF, adapted to provide the PDN GW with the
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PCC rules applied by the UE.

8. The system of any of claims 5 to 7, wherein the sys-
tem further comprises:

a Home Subscriber Server, HSS, adapted to
provide the MME with the address of the PDN
GW which is used by the UE in the non-3GPP
network.

9. A registration processing method, characterized by
comprising:

receiving, by a Mobility Management Entity,
MME, an a registration request message sent
by a User Equipment, UE during a handover
form a non-3GPP network to a 3GPP network,
wherein the registration request message is an
attach request message comprises an indica-
tion bit indicating that the Attach Request mes-
sage is caused by handover;
identify processing type of the registration is
caused by handover according to the indication
bit reported by the UE,
requesting, by MME, a Packet Data Network
Gateway, PDN GW, to initiate a bearer creation
procedure to create resources in the 3GPP net-
work used by the UE in the non-3GPP network.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the requesting PDN
GW, to initiate a bearer creation procedure to create
resources in a 3GPP network used by the UE in a
source non-3GPP network comprises:

sending, by the network-side network element,
a Create Bearer Request message to the PDN
GW

11. The method of claim 9 or 10, wherein the method
further comprises:

sending, by the MME, a Request Policy and
Charging Control, PCC, rules message to a Pol-
icy and Charging Rule Function, PCRF, to obtain
a PCC Rule;
providing, by the PCRF, the PDN GW with the
PCC rules applied by the UE.

12. The method of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein the
method further comprises:

providing, by a Home Subscriber Server, HSS,
the MME with the address of the PDN GW which
is used by the UE in the non-3GPP network.

Patentansprüche

1. Registrierungsverarbeitungsverfahren, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass es Folgendes umfasst:

Zugreifen durch ein Anwendergerät, UE, auf ein
Nicht-3GPP-Netz;
Finden durch das UE eines entwickelten Net-
zes;
Entscheiden durch das UE, eine Übergabe ein-
zuleiten;
Identifizieren durch das UE eines Registrie-
rungstyps vor dem Einleiten der Registrierung
in das entwickelte Netz;
Senden durch das UE einer Registrierungsan-
forderungsnachricht zu einer Mobilitätsma-
nagemententität, MME, um eine
Registrierungsverarbeitungstypinformation, die
dem identifizierten Registrierungstyp entspricht,
zu melden, wobei das Melden einer
Registrierungsverarbeitungstypinformation, die
dem identifizierten Registrierungstyp entspricht,
Folgendes umfasst: ein Angabebit wird in einer
Anschlussanforderungsnachricht hinzugefügt,
um anzugeben, dass die Anschlussanforde-
rungsnachricht durch eine Übergabe verursacht
ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Angabebit in
der Anschlussanforderungsnachricht irgendeines
der Folgenden umfasst:

ein Übergabeangabe-IE;
ein Ursachen-IE, wobei das Ursachen-IE auf
"Anschluss wegen Übergabe" eingestellt ist;
ein Anschlusstyp-IE, wobei das Anschlusstyp-
IE auf "Übergabeanschluss" eingestellt ist.

3. Anwendergerät, UE, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass es Folgendes umfasst:

eine Einheit zum Zugreifen auf ein Nicht-3GPP-
Netz,
eine Einheit zum Finden eines entwickelten Net-
zes;
eine Einheit zum Entscheiden, eine Übergabe
einzuleiten;
eine Einheit zum Identifizieren eines Registrie-
rungstyps vor dem Einleiten der Registrierung
in das entwickelte Netz;
eine Einheit zum Senden einer Registrierungs-
anforderungsnachricht zu einer Mobilitätsma-
nagemententität, MME, um eine
Registrierungsverarbeitungstypinformation, die
dem identifizierten Registrierungstyp entspricht,
zu melden, wobei das Melden einer
Registrierungsverarbeitungstypinformation Fol-
gendes umfasst: ein Angabebit wird in einer An-
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schlussanforderungsnachricht hinzugefügt, um
anzugeben, dass die Anschlussanforderungs-
nachricht durch eine Übergabe verursacht ist.

4. UE nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Angabebit in der
Anschlussanforderungsnachricht irgendeines der
Folgenden umfasst:

ein Übergabeangabe-IE;
ein Ursachen-IE, wobei das Ursachen-IE auf
"Anschluss wegen Übergabe" eingestellt ist;
ein Anschlusstyp-IE, wobei das Anschlusstyp-
IE auf "Übergabeanschluss" eingestellt ist.

5. Registrierungsverarbeitungssystem, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass es Folgendes umfasst:

eine Mobilitätsmanagemententität, MME, die
ausgelegt ist, eine durch ein Anwendergerät,
UE, während einer Übergabe von einem Nicht-
3GPP-Netz zu einem 3GPP-Netz gesendete
Registrierungsanforderungsnachricht zu emp-
fangen, wobei die Registrierungsanforderungs-
nachricht eine Anschlussanforderungsnach-
richt ist, die ein Angabebit umfasst, das angibt,
dass die Anschlussanforderungsnachricht
durch eine Übergabe verursacht ist, zu identifi-
zieren, dass der Verarbeitungstyp der Regist-
rierung durch Übergabe verursacht ist, gemäß
dem durch das UE gemeldeten Angabebit, und
von einem Paketdatennetz-Gateway, PDN-
GW, anzufordern, eine Trägererzeugungspro-
zedur einzuleiten, um Betriebsmittel in dem
3GPP-Netz zu erzeugen, die durch das UE in
dem Nicht-3GPP-Netz verwendet werden;
das PDN-GW, das ausgelegt ist, die Trägerer-
zeugungsprozedur einzuleiten, um den Träger
des UE zu erzeugen.

6. System nach Anspruch 5, wobei die MME ferner aus-
gelegt ist:

eine Trägererzeugungsanforderungsnachricht
zu dem PDN-GW zu senden.

7. System nach Anspruch 6, wobei das System ferner
eine Strategie- und Gebührenberechnungsregel-
Funktion, PCRF, umfasst;
das PDN-GW, das ferner ausgelegt ist, nach dem
Empfangen der Trägererzeugungsanforderungs-
nachricht eine Strategie- und Gebührenberech-
nungssteuerungs-Regelanforderungsnachricht,
PCC-Regelanforderungsnachricht, zu der PCRF zu
senden, um eine PCC-Regel zu erhalten;
die PCRF, die ausgelegt ist, das PDN-GW mit den
durch das UE angewandten PCC-Regeln zu versor-
gen.

8. System nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7, wobei
das System ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen Heimatteilnehmer-Server, HSS, der aus-
gelegt ist, das MME mit der Adresse des PDN-
GW, das durch das UE in dem Nicht-3GPP-Netz
verwendet wird, zu versorgen.

9. Registrierungsverarbeitungsverfahren, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass es Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen durch eine Mobilitätsmanagemen-
tentität, MME, einer durch ein Anwendergerät,
UE, während einer Übergabe von einem Nicht-
3GPP-Netz zu einem 3GPP-Netz gesendeten
Registrierungsanforderungsnachricht, wobei
die Registrierungsanforderungsnachricht eine
Anschlussanforderungsnachricht ist, die ein An-
gabebit umfasst, das angibt, dass die An-
schlussanforderungsnachricht durch Übergabe
verursacht ist;
Identifizieren, dass der Verarbeitungstyp der
Registrierung durch Übergabe verursacht ist,
gemäß dem durch das UE gemeldeten Anga-
bebit,
Anfordern durch die MME von einem Paketda-
tennetz-Gateway, PDN-GW, eine Trägererzeu-
gungsprozedur einzuleiten, um Betriebsmittel in
dem 3GPP-Netz, die durch das UE in dem Nicht-
3GPP-Netz verwendet werden, zu erzeugen.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei das Anfordern
des PDN-GW, eine Trägererzeugungsprozedur ein-
zuleiten, um Betriebsmittel in einem 3GPP-Netz, die
durch das UE in einem Ursprungs-Nicht-3GPP-Netz
verwendet werden, zu erzeugen, Folgendes um-
fasst:

Senden durch das netzseitige Netzelement ei-
ner Trägererzeugungsanforderungsnachricht
zu dem PDN-GW.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9 oder 10, wobei das Ver-
fahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:

Senden durch die MME einer Strategie- und Ge-
bührenberechnungssteuerungs-Regelanforde-
rungsnachricht, PCC-Regelanforderungsnach-
richt, zu einer Strategie- und Gebührenberech-
nungsregel-Funktion, PCRF, um eine PCC-Re-
gel zu erhalten;
Versorgen durch die PCRF des PDN-GW mit
den PCC-Regeln, die durch das UE angewandt
werden.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 9 bis 11, wobei
das Verfahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:
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Versorgen durch einen Heimatteilnehmer-Ser-
ver, HSS, der MME mit der Adresse des PDN-
GW, das durch das UE in dem Nicht-3GPP-Netz
verwendet wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé de traitement d’enregistrement, caractéri-
sé en ce qu’il comprend les étapes consistant à :

accéder, par un équipement utilisateur, dit UE,
à un réseau non 3GPP ;
découvrir, par l’UE, un réseau évolué ;
décider, par l’UE, de déclencher un transfert ;
identifier, par l’UE, un type d’enregistrement
avant de déclencher un enregistrement dans le
réseau évolué ;
envoyer, par l’UE, un message de demande
d’enregistrement à une entité de gestion de la
mobilité, dite MME, pour notifier une information
de type de traitement d’enregistrement corres-
pondant au type d’enregistrement identifié, la
notification d’une information de type de traite-
ment d’enregistrement correspondant au type
d’enregistrement identifié comprenant : l’ajout
d’un bit d’indication dans un message de de-
mande de rattachement pour indiquer que le
message de demande de rattachement est dû
à un transfert.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le bit d’indication
dans le message de demande de rattachement com-
prenant l’un quelconque des éléments suivants :

un IE d’indication de transfert ;
un IE de motif, l’IE de motif étant positionné sur
"Rattachement pour cause de transfert" ;
un IE de type de rattachement, l’IE de type de
rattachement étant positionné sur "Rattache-
ment de transfert".

3. Equipement utilisateur, dit UE, caractérisé en ce
qu’il comprend :

une unité pour accéder à un réseau non 3GPP ;
une unité pour découvrir un réseau évolué ;
une unité pour décider de déclencher un
transfert ;
une unité pour identifier un type d’enregistre-
ment avant de déclencher un enregistrement
dans le réseau évolué ;
une unité pour envoyer un message de deman-
de d’enregistrement à une entité de gestion de
la mobilité, dite MME, pour notifier une informa-
tion de type de traitement d’enregistrement cor-
respondant au type d’enregistrement identifié,
la notification d’une information de type de trai-

tement d’enregistrement comprenant : l’ajout
d’un bit d’indication dans un message de de-
mande de rattachement pour indiquer que le
message de demande de rattachement est dû
à un transfert.

4. UE selon la revendication 3, le bit d’indication dans
le message de demande de rattachement compre-
nant l’un quelconque des éléments suivants :

un IE d’indication de transfert ;
un IE de motif, l’IE de motif étant positionné sur
"Rattachement pour cause de transfert" ;
un IE de type de rattachement, l’IE de type de
rattachement étant positionné sur "Rattache-
ment de transfert".

5. Système de traitement d’enregistrement, caractéri-
sé en ce qu’il comprend :

une entité de gestion de la mobilité, dite MME,
adaptée à recevoir un message de demande
d’enregistrement envoyé par un équipement uti-
lisateur, dit UE, au cours d’un transfert d’un ré-
seau non 3GPP vers un réseau 3GPP, le mes-
sage de demande d’enregistrement étant un
message de demande de rattachement compre-
nant un bit d’indication indiquant que le message
de demande de rattachement est dû à un trans-
fert, identifier qu’un type de traitement de l’en-
registrement est dû à un transfert selon le bit
d’indication notifié par l’UE, et demander à une
passerelle de réseau de données en mode pa-
quet, dite PDN GW, de déclencher une procé-
dure de création de support dans le but de créer
des ressources dans le réseau 3GPP utilisées
par l’UE dans le réseau non 3GPP ;
la PDN GW, adaptée à déclencher la procédure
de création de support dans le but de créer le
support de l’UE.

6. Système selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la
MME est adaptée en outre à :

envoyer un message de demande de création
de support à la PDN GW.

7. Système selon la revendication 6, le système com-
prenant en outre une fonction de politiques et de
règles de taxation, dite PCRF ;
la PDN GW, adaptée en outre, après avoir reçu le
message de demande de création de support, à en-
voyer un message de demande de règles de com-
mande de politiques et de taxation, dite PCC, à la
PCRF dans le but d’obtenir une règle de PCC ;
la PCRF, adaptée pour pourvoir la PDN GW des
règles de PCC appliquées par l’UE.
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8. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
5 à 7, le système comprenant en outre :

un serveur d’abonnés résidentiels, dit HSS,
adapté à pourvoir la MME de l’adresse de la
PDN GW qui est utilisée par l’UE dans le réseau
non 3GPP.

9. Procédé de traitement d’enregistrement, caractéri-
sé en ce qu’il comprend les étapes consistant à :

recevoir, par une entité de gestion de la mobilité,
dite MME, un message de demande d’enregis-
trement envoyé par un équipement utilisateur,
dit UE, au cours d’un transfert d’un réseau non
3GPP vers un réseau 3GPP, le message de de-
mande d’enregistrement étant un message de
demande de rattachement comprenant un bit
d’indication indiquant que le message de de-
mande de rattachement est dû à un transfert ;
identifier qu’un type de traitement de l’enregis-
trement est dû à un transfert selon le bit d’indi-
cation notifié par l’UE,
demander, par la MME, à une passerelle de ré-
seau de données en mode paquet, dite PDN
GW, de déclencher une procédure de création
de support dans le but de créer des ressources
dans le réseau 3GPP utilisées par l’UE dans le
réseau non 3GPP.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à demander à la PDN GW de déclencher
une procédure de création de support dans le but de
créer des ressources dans un réseau 3GPP utilisées
par l’UE dans le réseau source non 3GPP comprend
l’étape consistant à :

envoyer, par l’élément de réseau côté réseau,
un message de demande de création de support
à la PDN GW.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 9 ou 10, le procédé
comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à :

envoyer, par la MME, un message de demande
de règles de commande de politiques et de taxa-
tion, dite PCC, à une fonction de politiques et
de règles de taxation, dite PCRF, dans le but
d’obtenir une règle de PCC ;
pourvoir, par la PCRF, la PDN GW des règles
de PCC appliquées par l’UE.

12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
9 à 11, le procédé comprenant en outre l’étape con-
sistant à :

pourvoir, par un serveur d’abonnés résidentiels,
dit HSS, la MME de l’adresse de la PDN GW qui

est utilisée par l’UE dans le réseau non 3GPP.
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